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1 - INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to record the species taken in hauls made 
from January 1954, to December 1956 at different points of the Brazilian 
coast. Not much is lmown of the hydromedusae from the western south 
Atlantic in general and Brazilian region specially. Almost all the papers 
on this subject refer to collections made during the great oceanographic ex-
peditions, such as the "Plankton", "Valdivia", "lVleteor", "Discovery" and 
others. A few occasional catches were made along the coast and some 
species were reared from their h,ydroids (Vannucci 1948, 1949, 1951, 1955, 
1956; Vannucci & Ribeiro 1955). Vannucci (1951b) listed all the species 
of Hydrozoa recorded from or off the Brazilian coast to that date. Kramp 
(1957, tables 2-3) later extended this list. 
It is to be hoped that the publication of the description of hydrome-
dusae that may be found in plankton nettings off this coast will facilitate 
the investigations of other woI'kers. The original idea had been to haul 
closing plankton nets at different depths and coordinate the distribution 
of the species with the different water masses, using the h,ydrographic data. 
(*) This work was partIy supported by a grant from the National Research 
Council of Brazi!. 
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We have encountered many difficulties in the execution of this work 
and it has been impossible to take hauls at regular intervals OI' at fixed 
stations. The data being incomplete, the catches are not comparable and 
it is not possible to ma;ke much more than an attempt to a rough correIa-
tion between the hydrographic data and the dií',tribution of the different 
species. 
Some doubtful specimens and some doubtful hauls were droppeel anel 
are not consielered, we hope for better material. 
Aclmowledgements - I wish to express my sincere thanks to Prof. P. L. 
Kramp who sent me many determined specimens collected by elifferent 
Danish Oceanographic Expeditions anel :Mr. K. 'V. Petersen also from 
the Zoologi'cal Museum, Kopenhagen, who gave me some eletermineel spe-
cimens for compara tive purposes. To the Rockefeller Foundation ",e are 
greatly indebteel for granting us a large part of the equipment used at 
sea anel part of that of the Iaboratory at home. Three of the cruises ",ere 
carrieel out on board ships of the Brazilian Navy, to which \ve are also 
very grateful. Finally, Mrs. G. S. Casar i and Mr. J. Lupi helpeel me to 
pick out the specimens, prepare the slieles anel files. I specially wish to 
thank the colleagues from the Physics Branch who made most of the hauls, 
many of them in particularly difficult conditions anel frequently tightly 
pressed by time. I thank Mr. 1. Marcondes for the drawings of the graphs 
and sections. 
To Dl'. 1. Emílsson I am specially grateful for alI the hydrographic 
data, graphs of the sections, the horizontal maps of salinity anel tempe-
rature distributions as well as for reading the typescript critically. 
2 - METHODS AND MATERIAL 
The available elata are insufficient to allow for a eletailed study of 
distribution but the number of catches is such as to enable us to make an 
overall survey of the general picture of distribution of these species in 
the upper layer. 
Collecting methods varieel in the different collecting trips. In the 
Fernanelo ele Noronha region onIy plankton nets hauled by hanel with 
hemp rope could be useel; one of them was a square moutheel 1 m siele 
pelagic net anel two were small 25 cm eliameter nets. By attaching heavy 
lead weights at some distance from the net's mouth and reducing the 
speed of the launch it was possible to lower the small nets to an estimateel 
50 m depth. The Fernando ele Noronha region was visited only once. 
Most of the samples from more southern waters were ta'ken from 
larger ships anel with the Standard closing Zooplankton neto Due to 
scarcity of time, however, only during one of the cruises it was possible 
to use it as it should anel close it at the required depth. At most of the 
other stations it was simply used as an open uet in surface layers. Du-
ring one of the trips a clal'!ke-Bumpus net was useel. Details concerning 
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the catches are given in the tables below. Stations not listed, contained 
no medusae. Further details may be found in the Statlon list of three of 
these trips (Emílsson 1956). 
All the samples studied come from series M of our collections and are 
numbered in succession. The author went personally through all the 
samples up to number M 'a5 and all the medusae present were either picked 
out 01' just counted and left in the sample. The percentage of undeter-
minable medusae is very low. 
Unfortunately due to the different sampling methods no quantitative 
studies are possible. For the same reason all conclusions must be re-
garc1ec1 as provisory since the indi'cator value of the species of the present 
collection must still be consic1ered rather insufficiently lmown. 
In general only surface layers were sampled and no methodical study 
is possible concerning vertical migration, but an attempt is ma de to plot 
the horizontal distribution of the species and to correlate this with the 
horizontal distribution of the water masses as studied by L Emílsson. 
Seasonal abundance cannot be studied because most stations here 
reported were not visited more than once or twice, no hauls were made 
in April, May, August and December; most of the hauls were ma de in 
June and November, the amount of plankton collected varied, and finally, 
the area covered is too extensive. Apparently, however, it may be said 
that the commonest species occur the year round. 
Special attention is pa,yed to the association of the species at any 
station, since it is believed that this may give a better picture of the condi-
tions than the presence OI' absence of certain species, principally in view 
of the fact that at any given point off-shOloe in the southern Brazilian re-
gion, local conditions vary in quick succession. 
As stated above, the medusae from all samples were totally counted 
since they are too scarce to render any sub-sampling method reliable. 
Most specimens were simply counted, and when necessary to determine 
the species, whole mounts coloured with carmin and mounted in Canada 
balsan were prepared. Interesting details such as food and foes, size at 
s€.c'Cual maturity, details on growth and parasites were noted whenever 
possible. There are two features in common to all species: very small 
size and small percentage of sexually mature specimens. The causes of 
the small size may be either high temperature OI' scarcity of food, or both. 
The small number of sexually mature specimens may be due to their 
sinking to greater depths. 
The temperature and salinity limits given for each species are those 
between which the species was found to occur with certainty. Higher 
01' 10wer data found in the water columm sampled are disregarded Whenever 
for any reason it is not known with certainty if the captured specimens 
were taken in that particular leveI. It therefore ensues that the actual 
endurance range of the species may be wider than here assumed. 
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3 - LIST OF STATIONS 
The samples taken with a Clarke-Bumpus net are marked CB on the 
tables and the amount of water filtered is recorded on the column "dura-
tion of haul". 
In the Fernando de Noronha region, the temperature and salinity 
were measured only at the surface. The letters V and H in the column 
marked "depth of haul" in the table, indi'cate respectively Vertical and Ho-
rizontal hauI. Where two numbers are given in succession, this means that 
it was a vertical haul with the standard 50 cm opening (Nansen type) 
closing net (silik n.9 3), which fished between the leveIs shown by the 
numbers; in every instance, the temperature and salinity given refer to 
the leveIs at which the net fished. The indication m. w. means "meters 
wire out". 
The temperature is always given in centigrades and the salinity in 
per mille; depth of haul and local depth are given in meters. 
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Fig. 1 - Map of the stations of three of the cruises. no. 1-33, ou board corvette 
"Solimões", February 26, 1956, to March 7, 1956. N.Q 37-57, on board corvette 
"Iguatemy", June 14, 1956, to Jnne 17, 1956. N.Q 60-112, on board corvette 
"Solimões", October 31, 1956, to November 16, 1956. Section marked I is called 
Santos section in the texto Section II is called Florianópolis section. 
4 - LIS.T OF SPEOIES AND THEIR DISTRIBUTION 
PER STATION. 
The numbers in front of the name of the species r efer to the number 
of the sample (not of the station) in which the species was found to occur, 
The numuer in brackets refers to the total number of specimens found in 
that particular sample. 
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TABLE 2 
LIST OF SPECIES AND 'l'HEIR DISTRIBUTION PER STATIO:-l" 
Sa'rsia 
exilnia 
Ectopleura 
dU11!o,'tied 
CO'l"}j'mo"pha 
g1'acilis 
Eucodon'Í'ltm 
brownei 
Zanclea 
c08tata 
'l'U1Titopsis 
nutr'ÍCula 
Podocoryne 
minima 
Cytaeis 
tet,'as tyln 
M,o (7); M53 (6) ; Mes (1) ; Cananéia (1), 
M,o,1 (2) ; M105 (1) ; M", (2); M,"" (2); M'2\) (1) ; M'30 (1) ; M,3, (1) ; 
1\1", (3 ) ; M'33 (3 ) : M ,,,,, (14); M'3' (7); M' 38 (151) ; M'3. (3); 
1\1"8 (2) ; 1\1'5" (1) ; 1\1,5• (3) ; 1\1"2 (7) ; 1\1'83 (4) ; M,", (25) ; M'85 (7) , 
M40_51 (16 ); M"JO ( 3 ) ; M'50 (1); M'80 (1); M", (27); M'8' (3), 
M" (5); M2" (15) ; M.7 (2) ; M175 (1) , 
(?l); M 1Is 
(5); M'34_'35 
(1); M,!!O (1); Nr"2 (5) ; M '31 (5); 
(48 ); M' 53 (5); M'55 (1), 
M os (2) ; Moo (?1) ; M70 (41) ; M" (707) ; M74 (1) , 
Moo (1); M
' 34 (56); M", (65); M177 (5); M'78 (1), 
BOU!lúwoil-
lin f, 'o ndosn M123 (1); M124 (1); M'27 (1), 
BourJain vi l-
lin ramosn 
Stoll!otoca 
dinema 
Laod'icea 
min'lt scula 
?Laod'icea 
undulata 
Obelia spp, 
Cllltia 
cylind1'ica 
Lovenella 
ci,.,'ata 
M,o (1); M' 35 (1) , 
M,o (2); M "c (1); M .s (1), 
Moo (2) ; M72 (2) , 
M40 (13) ; M"" (2); M.7 (23) ; M'8 (62) ; Meo (22) ; M, 03 (1) ; MJ31 (1) ; 
M", (3) ; ?li' 33 ( 3 ) ; M]51 (5) ; M ," (21) ; M '53 (20) ; M", (2) ; M"5 (1), 
Moo (4); M70 (4); M71 (1); M" (268); Ml5l (2); M,,, (4), 
M,o (19); M53_55 (2); Mo. (7), 
Eucheilota 
vent,'icula1'is Mes (5); Moo (1); M'0_51 (1); Ubatnba ( 7 ), 
Eutima 
rnira 
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Mas (9); Mos (7); Me. (2); M12._, 30 (75); M'3' (4); M" ' _'33 (61) 
Proboscidac- M'3'_'35 (127); M' 38 (10) ; M148 (12); M' 53 (13) ; M, •• (32) ; M'55 (30) 
tyla ornata M'56 (2) ; M'57 (2) ; M'5. (2) ; M,s, (1); M,s, (3) ; M'83 (18) ; M,sl (64) 
M "" (2)_ 
Liriope 
tet1'aphilla 
M2_,. (27); MZl_2' (3); M" (1); M'5 (8); M30 (4); MS7 (1); 
M'O_5' (86) ; Mm_55 (42) ; M5<l_o, (lD); Mo;; (21) ; M •• (453) ; M.7 (150) ; 
Mos (574) ; Mo. (314) ; M71 (2) ; M" (87) ; M77 (8) ; M78 (2) ; M8' (1) ; 
M83 (3) ; M8' (1); M., (1); Mo, (4) ; M., (1) ; M.5 (106) ; M.7 (96) ; 
M .. (1) ; M •• (2); M'06 (7) ; M,o, (268); M'02 (80); M'03 (439); 
M,o. (97); M'05 (165); M' 08 (1); M114 (2); M"5 (4); M110 (47); 
M117 (7); M11• (8); M,2O-,Z1 (30) ; M12' (146) ; M, Z3 (27) ; M" '_125 (29) ; 
M"O_'27 (13) ; M' 28 (48); M''''_'30 (247) ; M'3'; (14); M13,_' 33 (59); M'3 1_ 
'35 (45) ; M""_,", (11) ; M"lS (28) ; M'3. (2) ; M"7 (2); M"8 (94); M". 
(273) ; M'50 (557) ; M151-'52 (222) ; M'53 (391) ; M'54 (369) ; M'55 (188) ; 
M'56 (73); M157 (47); M' 58 (16); M'59 (17); M'60 (2); M, 01 (3); 
M,o, (3) ; M'~3 (1) ; M'04 (4) ; M171 (6) ; M173 (12) ; M174 (88) ; M175 (71) ; 
M177 (131); M178 (275) ; M17. (143); M'80 (997) ; M'8' (1.501); 
M'8' (2.439); M'83 (1.200); M'.4 (68); M'.5 (111). 
Ge,-yonia pro-]"r ( 1) 
boscidalis "-,. . 
M, (1); M. (1); M. (2); M,o (2); M'3 (3); M" (4); M,. (8); 
Rhopalone- M21 (7); M" (3); Mo" (3) ; M.7 (6) ; Mos (3) ; Me. (4) ; M,oo (3) ; 
mavelatum M'05 (1); M'14 (3); M'15 (2); M118 (3); M", (2); M"3 (2); 
M", (2); M'30 (11); M,3, (1) ; M'3' (1); M'5' (1) ; M'5' (4) ;M,., (1). 
M,_lO (84); M21 _ 2O (25); M30 (1); M32 (2); M33 (1); M35 (7); 
M3. (17); M37 (11) ; M3. (3); Mõ3- 55 (152); M" _04 (5); M.5 (6); 
M6() (9); Mos (9); Mo. (2); M74 (2); M75 (4); M,. (1) M8' (1); 
M83 (2); M., (2); M8' (3) ; M .. (1); Moo (2) ; M.5 (149) ; M.7 (4); 
M .. (37); M •• (20); M,oo (145) ; M,o. (1); M113 (1); M'14 (10); 
Aglattra M". (85); M1l7 (19); M ll• (135); MIl. (4); M,2O (1,,1); Ml2l (4); 
hemistoma M"2 (117) ; M,Z3 (32) ; M", (21); M'25 (4); M,Z<l (6); M'27 (9); 
M,Z8 (16); M'29 (1); M'30 (4); 1\1'3' (6); M'32 (6); M'33 (7); 
M'3' (3); M'35 (5); M'3. (20); M", (3); M"3 (3); M'44 (3); 
M148 (33); M"9 (22); M'50 (1); M'5' (1); M15' (15); M'55 (1); 
M157 (18); M'58 (10); M'5. (19); MIO, (5); M' G3 (1); M,., (3); 
M171 (1) ; M173 (19); M174 (22); M,81. (156); M'82 (1). 
Solmundella MIO_'3 (3); M Z1 _24 (4) ; M37 (2); M,oo (1); Mll' (4); M,2O (3); 
bitentaculata M", (3); M,Z3 (6); M15. (1). 
Aegina 
citrea 
Cttnina 
octonaria 
M'5. (1); M,ol (1). 
M35 (3) ; M38 (1) ; M3. (1) ; M", (1) ; Mos (1) ; M" (1) ; M77 (1) ; Ms, 
(1) ; M,o, (4) ; MIO' (1) ; M'03 (1) ; M,ol (1); M'05 (1); MlH (1); 
M"5 (1); M11• (3); MllS (1); M,2O (4); M1ZZ (3); M", (1); 
M"5 (1) ; M' 30 (1); Mm (9); M'33 (2); M'3' (5) ; M'3. (2) ; M'37 (5) ; 
M'30 (1); M'.'8 (6); M'50 (28); M' 52 (2); M'53 (7); M'54 (6); 
M' 55 (1); M'5. (4); M"5 (2); M178 (5); M,so (5); Ml8l (23); 
M,s, (22); M'83 (61); M'8' (39); M'85 (31) . . 
So lmm·is 
81111· 
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M05 (6); Moo (16) ; M07 (9); M(l8 (24); Mo. (23); M'93 (4) 
M'2o (1) ; M'2D (5) ; M,oo (2) ; Ml3l (18); M'32 (1) ; M'5' (2 ) ; M'5' (3) 
M'5" (2); M157 (1); M175 (4); M,so (1); M,a, (32); M'83 (4) 
M,as (12). 
5 - SYSTEMA'l'IC DESCRIP'l'ION OF 
'l'HE SPECIES 
ORD. ANTHOMEDUSAE 
FAl\'[. Corynidae 
Sarsia exirnia (Allman) 
GOI·yne eximia Allm an 1859, p. 14l. 
SynoOl·yne eximia Allman 1864, p. 357 . 
SynoOl·yne eximia Allman 1872, p. 282, pl. 5. 
Synoo1"yne ex'imia Browne 1907a, p. 37 . 
Sania eximia Mayer 1910, p. 57 , figo 2l. 
?Sm·sia eximia Vanhi:iffen 1916, p. 415. 
Sarsia eximia Rnssell 1953, p. 50, pl. 2, figo 3 ; text-figs. 17 A, 18A, B. 
Sa1"sia eximia Ralph 1953, p . 74 . 
SPECIFIC CHARACTERS - Four tentacles. Ocelli present on bulbo No 
peduncle. Manubrium short not extending beyond umbrelIa margin; no 
asexual reproduction. 
HYDROID - Usually called Syncoryne exim-ia. 
MEDUSA - Umbrella oval to hemispherical, my largest specimens are 
3 mm high; Russell r ecords 3-4 mm for fully grown Br-itish specimens. 
J elIy moderately thick. Velum broad. Manubrium elongate, cylindrical, 
never extends beyond umbrella margin but may reach as faro Mouth tube-
like, s imple. Four radial canaIs r elatively large a nd ring canal narrower. 
Gonads completely surrounding stomach, a lI my specimens had immature 
gonads. Large rounded marginal bulbs bearing each a black abaxial 
ocelIus. The only colour to 'be seen in my specimens is that of the ocellL 
MATERIAL - Altogether 15 specimens are referred to this species. Four-
teen specimens from series M and one from Cananéia. Taken in June, 
JUlY and October in coas tal waters. 
DISTRIBUTION - \Vestern North Atlantic : 'Vest Indies ; Eastern North 
Atlantic: British I sles, coas tal waters of English Channel, North Sea, 
Norway. North West Pacific; South East Pacific : Valparaiso ; South West 
Pacific: N ew Zealand ( ?). 
Most probably a euryhaline and eurythermic coastal species. 
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DISCUSSION - Although several specimens were found I should refer to 
this species with caution since it is easily confused with other species, 
specially when preserved. It may easily be mistaken with S. prolifera, 
the latter however is known only from a restricted area (British Isles, 
French coast, Black Sea and none of my specimens were seen in the 
process of budding off other medusae. It differs from Statlridiosarsia 
prodtlcta by the greater lenght of the manubrium, lack of exumbrellar ne-
matocysts, lack of umbilical canal (which disappears in most adult spe-
cimens of Statlridiosarsia) and specially by the arrangement of the ten-
tacular batteries of nematocysts which is moniliform in Sarsia and scattered 
in StatlricUosarsia. The hydroid of Sarsia has not been searched for in 
Brazilian waters but both hydroid and medusa of Statlridiosarsia are 
known from aquaria (Vannucci 1949, p. 223). 
Some specifically undeterminable medusae belonging to the genus 
Sarsia were taken in the Fernando de Noronha region. 
1i'AM. Tubulariidae 
Ec"tol)leura dwnortieri (van Beneden) 
T1tbula1·ia dumoTtie1"i Johnston 1847, p. 50, pl. 7, figs. 1-2. 
EctoplmlTa dumoTtieri Allman 1864, p. 368. 
E ctopleu1"U oc7wacea Agassiz 1865, p. 191, figs. 320-323. 
E ctopleuTU duntO,·tieTi Allman 1871-72, p. 424. 
?EctopleuTU ocMacea Fewkes 1&'\2, p. 295, pl. 1, figs. 15-16; 35-36. 
EctopleuTU dUntOTtie>·ii Browne 1900, p. 705. 
Ectopleu1"U ochTUcea Nutting 1901, p. 373, figo 82. 
?EctoplezlTa pTolifica Hargitt 1908, p. 106, figs. 8-11. 
EctopleuTU ochTUcea Bigelow 1909, p. 184, pl. 6, figo 5; pl. 38, figs. 12-13. 
EctopleuTU dumoTtieTi Mayer 1910, p. 69, pl. 5, figs. 4-5; pl. 6, figs. 1, 1', 2. 
Ectopleu1"U dumoTtieTi Vanhiiffen 1910, p. 197. 
?EctopleuTU d1zmo,·tieTi Neppi & Stiasny 1913, p. 15, pl. 1, figo 7. 
EctopleuTa dumoTtieTi Stechow 1923, p. 50. 
EctopleuTU dmnortieri Kramp 1933, p. 241. 
EctopleuTU dumodieri Russel 1953, p. 76, pl. 3, figs. 5-6; text-figs. 33 A-C. 
TYPE LoCALITY - Ostende. 
SPECIFIC CUARACTERS - Four pairs of exumbrellar nematocyst tracks. 
Four perradial tentacles with abaxial nematocyst clusters. 
HYDROID - Ectopletlra dumortieri. I have found this hydroid in the 
lagoon region of Cananéia (State of S. Paulo), bearing medusa buds 
31-12-1952. 
MEDUSA - Umbrella ovoid to spherical, may reach three mm in height. 
The present specimens were found to bear large gonads when 1.1. or 1.2 mm 
high (preserved specimens). Jelly rather thick, velum fairly broad. A 
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pair of nematocyst tracks leaves each bulb extending to the apex of the 
umbrella. Peduncle absent. Manubrium very large, ovoid to spherical, 
tapers gradually towards the simple tubular mouth which is armed vith 
nematocysts. The manubrium when extendend may protrude beyond 
umbrella margin. Radial canaIs and ring canal narrow. Marginal bulbs 
relatively large and bean shaped, the tentacle emerges fl"Om the buIb at 
the hilum. The four tentacIes are equally developed, they bear large 
puff-like abaxial clusters of large nematocysts. Gonads encircle the sto-
mach completeIy. The coIoUI'seems to be variable, usually very brilliant. 
MATERIAL - Eight specimens. Medusae recorded JuIy and October; 
hydroid known to produce buds in December. Young medusae \Vere found 
5-2-1957 in the region of Cananéia. One specimen from Ilha Grande bay. 
Surface waters and day bauls. Actinulae with a single whürl of 10-12, 
usually 12, aboral filiform tentacles \Vere found in samples M07 (7 spec.) 
and M168 (8 spec.), July. 
DISTRIBUTION - "Vestem North Atlantic: from Cape Cod to Tortugas. 
Eastem North Atlantic: British coasts, North Sea. ?MeJiterranean. Paci-
fic: Acapulco (Mexico); ?Japan. 
Usually rare, this species becomes locally abundant at times. Its 
precence in the region of Cananéia indicates it certa'inly as euryhaline 
and eurythermic. Known in Brazil only from the lagoon region of 
Cananéia. 
FAM. Corymorphidae 
C01-ymorpha gracilis Brooks " 
Steenstntpia g,.ac'ilis Mayer 1900b, p. 29, pIo 16, figs. 36-37. 
Steenstntpia ,.ubm Mayer 1910, p. 31, pIo 1, figo 7 (text, in part). 
Steenstntpia ntb,.a Bigelow 1915, p. 318. 
Steenstmpia ntbm VanhOffen 1916, p. 414. 
TYPE LOCALITY - Atlantic coast of the United States, south of Virginia. 
SPECIFIC CHARACTERS - Umbrella with long pointed apical process with 
permanent canal. A long perradial marginal tentacle with swellings at 
irregular intervals and a large terminal swelling. Opposite to the large 
tentacle there is a second peúacUal small tentacle. There aee other two 
perradial tentacles at right angles with the fiest, usually reduced to the 
basal bulbs. Manubrium large. 
HYDROID - Unknown. 
(*) Mr. K. W. Petersen (Kopenhagen) after examining some Brazilian specimens 
kindly informs me that this speciés, should be transferred to the genus "Enphysora". 
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MEDUSA - Umbrella bell shaped, ovoid 01' almost cylindrical. My spe-
cimens are small and excluding the apical process do not exceed 3.5 mm. 
The apical process is variable in breaelth anel length anel may be as long 
as OI' up to 1.5 times the length of the beIl itself; the total height lllay 
thus exceeel 6 mm. There is a large apical canal present through life. 
Jelly thiclc As in the other species of the genus, eliffering in this Ilar-
ticular from Hybocodon, the umbrella margin is at right angles with the um-
brella axis anel there are no exumbrellar nematocyst tracks. Velum rather 
wide. Manubrium large, cylinelrical 01' elongate, barrei shapeel, when 
exteneled reaches beyonel umbrella margin. No peeluncle. Mouth simple, 
tubulal', with nematocysts. Four radial canaIs and ring canal rather 
broad. There is a long perraelial tentacle eneling in a large ovoid OI' 
rounded, pigmented terminal swelling; s imilar rouneleel OI' oval pigmented 
swellings occur at irregular intervals along the tentacle; in between the 
swellings there are numerous nematocyst rings. Opposite to the fully 
developed tentacle there always is a short tentacle, elongate ccnic with 
no swellings. AlI the specimens observed had these two types of tentacles. 
At right angles to these there is a pair of smaIl perradial tentacles reduced 
to small bulbs. The large té1tacle has no clearly defined bulb, just an 
adaxial semilunar pad embracing its base. The same aplies also to the 
smaIl tentacle that often resembles rather a large hoIlow elongated bulb 
tapering graduaIly in to a fine point, rather than a tentacle. The gonads 
surround the stomach leaving the mouth free. Stomach reddish OI' gree-
nish; apical process, bulbs and tentacles red. 
MATERIAL - Altogether 259 specimens taken in March, June, October 
and November over a wide area. The temperature range was found to be 
19.5-23~C; the salinity range 35.4-36.8%0 but it may occm beyond these 
limits. A single greatly damaged specimen was found at 31"57' S 
45°45' W off the shelf over a depth of 3.800 m; this specimen shonld be 
disregarded as doubtful. Three specimens \Vere taken at 30°25' S -
48°03' W over a depth of 615 m. AlI the other stations were over the shelf 
rather far from the coast over depths varying between 48-213 m. Hydroids 
of Coryrnorpha were dredged by previous authors from deep waters. Most 
of the specimens \Vere found in the process of ingesting OI' digesting 
copepods. 
This species is not to be found in coastal waters but over the shelf 
in higher salinity; it is probably a thermophile species of high salinity. 
DISTRIBUTION - "Vestern North Atlantic: ft'om Virginia to Tortugas, 
Florida, West Indies. 
DISCUSSION - Mayer united S. gracilis, S. lineata and S. cranoires and 
considered them to be synonyms of Steenstrupia nutans (Coryl1wrpha nu-
tans). There seems to be no doubts for what concerns lineata and cra-
no ides, but it is not so with gracilis. Russell (1953, p. 89) states that "A 
closely allied medusa (to nutans) , Steenstrupia gracilis was described 
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by Brooks" . .. and includes gracilis in the list of synonyms with a ql1ery. 
I consider the following to be distinctive features of gracilis: much greater 
development of the apical process, greater and constant development oí 
the three smaller tentacles, peculiar swellings of the large tentacle and 
constant absence of a peduncle, finally the general aspect of the two is 
quite different. All these characters are constant in the present speci-
mens. S. nutans is classed as a tempera te-boreal species by Russell (1953, 
p. 86) while S. gracilis appears to be tropical 01', at most, temperate-tro-
picaI. Mayer (fig. 1, pl. 1), gives a very good pic:ture of this species but 
he fails to give it specific rank. I have not seen Leuckart's original 
description of S. lineata, but Mayer (1910, p. 34, figo A) r eproeluces Leu-
ckart's figure which shows a specimen resembling C. nittans rather than 
C. gracilis. My specimens surely corresponel to Stccnstrupia (= Cory-
morpha) gracilis Fewkes. FutUl'e r esearch is needed to elecide over the 
synonymy between lincata and gmcilis. Both C. tctrabrachia from the 
Maldive Islands anel C. bigclatoi from the Malayan region have three 
equalJy developed meelium sized t entacles besides the large tentacle which 
has no swelJings and should be kept separate. 
The name Cory1Jwrpha has priority over Stccnstrupia. 
FAM. Corymorphidae? 
EucocloniU1n brownci Hartlaub. 
(Fig. 2 - 3) 
D'ipttrena sp.·! Browne 1896, p. 473, pl. 16, figo 2. 
EltCocloni1t1n bl'owne-i Neppi & Stiasny 1913, p. 14, pl. 1, figo 6. 
Ettcocloniu1n b,'ownei Kramp 1927, p. 3'1. 
Eucoclonilt1n brownei Russell 1953, p. 93, figo 40. 
E'ltcocloniu1n bl'ownei Picard 1955, p. 95. 
Fig. 2 - Encoclonilt1n bl'owllei, 
modified after Russel 1953, p. 94, 
tcxt-fig. 40. 
Fig. 3 - Encocloniu1n bl'ownei, side 
view of bulbo 
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TYPE LOCALITY - PIymouth. 
SPECIFIC CHARACTERS - Four simple tentacles with apical knob, pe-
duncIe present, simple tubular mouth, no ocelli, medusa buds on stomach. 
HYDROID - Unlmown. 
MEDUSA - Ulllbrella slllall, up to 1 mm high 01' slightIy over (preserved). 
Rounded, usually with an apical dome-lil,e projection and flattened margin. 
Frequently somewhat four cornered at the margin. Jelly fairIy thin, 
except at apex. Velum broad. Broad conical peduncle, f lask-shaped 
stomach, sim pIe tubuIar mouth. Radial canaIs narrow, ring canal very 
narrow, apparently solid. The stomach of the larger specil11ens carry 
medusa buds. There are fou.r meridional stripes of dark brown-blackish 
pigl11ent on the stol11ach and the medusa buds a re produced in this area. 
As the medusa grows the pigmented area increases in size. The number 
of buds also augl11ents and they may be found alI over the stomach. Some 
specil11ens have a greater amount of pigment and the ,vhole stolllach is 
dark. There are four thin solid marginal tentacles about twice as Iong 
as the ulllbrella terminating in a large nematocyst laden knob; there are 
scattered nematocysts along the tentacles. The tentacIe buds are blackish, 
the amount of pigl11ent on the stomach varies from almost unpigmented 
to very dark, tentacle buIbs blackish. Gonads are still unknown since no 
sexuaIly mature specil11en was found. 
MATERIAL - Fifty one specil11ens taken in June and November, most 
of them budding other medusae from the manubrium. They were found 
in three patches, one at aproximately 27°7' S - ·i7°40' VV November 3, 
1956, four specimens behveen 50 m. w. and the surface. The second with 
its center at about 25'°58' S - 47°12' W, Novel11ber 15, 1956; 31 specil11ens 
between 50 m. w. and the surface. The third patch with 16 specimens was 
taken June 28, 1954, surface, at 24~06' S - 45°43' 'V. All were from surface 
water above the thermocline over depths varying between 70-135 m. The 
temperature range was. 21;2 - 22°C, perhaps higher; the salinity range 
35.01 - 35.85%0. The largest lot came from sample M181 November 15, 
1956, 5.20 p.m.; 22° C and 35.8%0 salinity. Most of these samples \vere 
colIected in the beginning of summer but sample M40 with 16 budding 
specimens was hauled in June. 
If we consider these along with previous records, it appears to be 
a thermophile species of high salinity which can endure much lower tem-
peratures and salinities when carried off by curr ents (records from the 
North Sea, Skagerak, Adriatic Sea). The mean tel11perature for March 
at Schultz' Grund (Skagerak) where Kramp's single specimen was ta}{en 
has temperatures at that time of year varying between 2.0 and 4.1" C and 
salinities varying behveen 179 and 30.1%0, both depending on the depth. 
The specimen probably carne from about 4°C and 28%0 salinity. I have no 
data on the Adriatic temperatures and salinities during October, but the 
temperature is surely higher than in the Skagerak 01' North Sea. The 
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budding capacity of this species allied to its capacity to endure lowerings 
in salinity and temperature are probably responsible for its occasional ap-
pearance in unusual bodies of water were it occurs as a temporary visitor. 
The great number of specimens tal,en here as compared to its scarcity 
elsewhere suggests that the normal habitat of this species is in warmer 
coastal wa ters. 
DLSTRIBU TIúN - PJymouth; North Sea; Skagerak. Mediterranean; Vil-
lefranche, Marseille, Adriatic. It has been recorded as rare, the present 
collection being, to my Jmowledge, the largest. 
DISCUSSIúN - This species may 01' not belong to the family Tubula-
l'iidae as defined by Russell (1953, p. 75). The chal'acters of the fall1iIy 
are as follows: with 0'1' without apical pI'Ojection, with 01' without nema-
tocyst tracks, with stomach not extending beyonc1 ull1brella margin, with 
simple circular mouth, with four radial canaIs, with gonac1s completely 
surrounding stomach, with fouI' OI' fewer hollow marginal tentacles, 'with-
out ocelli on marginal bulbs. Russell furthermore divic1es the family in 
two sllb-families accol'c1ing to the characters of the hydroid. This author 
places Eucodoniunt brownei in the Incertae Sedis as an appendix to the 
Tllbulariidae. It differs from the c1iagnosis of the famiIy in the character 
of the tentacles which are here solid. I believe this may be related to 
the fact that the ring canal is also solid. 
Recently Picarc1 (l.c.) basec1 on the solid character of the tentacle anc1 
on the cnic10me (desmonemes anc1 micI'Obasic euryteles) attributes this 
species to the family Oceaniidae. The latter however, being an hete-
rogenous assembLy of species has been dismemberec1 anc1 there is not 
much to be gainec1 by removing Eucoclonium from the Incertae Sec1is to 
the Oceaniidae. COTymor]Jha nutans, fam. Corymorphic1ae, a1so has both 
desmonell1es and micI'Obasic eurythe1es. Picard mentions the great re-
semb1ance of Eucodonium with Podocoryne mínima, the two species are 
in fact easy to mistake at first sight, but I consider this resemblance a 
superficial one since the absence of oral tentacles in Eucodonium is an 
important c1ifferentia1 character. If Eucodoniwn shoulc1 be regarc1ec1 as a 
degenerate species having lost the oral tentac1es through degeneration 
of the mec1usoic1 stage, it wou1c1 probably not be so actively budc1ing and 
woulc1 have large gonads appearing precociously aftel' liberation. Rees 
(1957) gives famHy rank to both the Tubu1ariic1ae and Corymorphidae 
which roughly corresponc1 to the sub-families as established by Russell. It 
cannot be stated with certainty but it may well be that Eucodonium brow-
nei must be referrec1 to the COl'ymorphic1ae (Rees 1957, p. 521). 
FAM. Zancleidae 
Zandea costata Gegenbaur 
Zanclea costata Gegenbaur 1856, p. 229, pl. 8, figs. 4-7. 
Zanclea implexa Allman 1864, p. 357. 
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Gemmal'Ía gemmosa Agassiz 1865, p. 184, figo 306. 
Gemmaria cladophol'a Agassiz 1865, p. 184, figs. 307-310. 
Gemma1"Ía implexa Allman 1871-72, p. 224, 290, pl. 7. 
Gemmaria gem1nosa Fewkes 1881, p. 150, pl. 1 , figs. 8-12. 
Corynitis agassizii Murbach 1899, p. 354, pl. 34, figs. 11-14. 
Corynitis agassizii Hargitt 1908, p. 100, 118. 
Zanclea gemmosa Bigclow 1909, p. 188, pl. 7, figo 3; pl. 44, figs. 1-2. 
Zanclea costata Mayer 1910, p. 87, text-fig. 41 ; pl. 8, figs. 2-3; 6-7. 
Zanclea gcmmosa Mayer 1910, p. 88, pl. 6, figo 7; pl. 7, figo 5; pl. 8, figs. 4-5. 
Zanclea implexa Mayer 1910, p. 89, text-figs. 43-44. 
Zanclea cladophOl'a Mayer 1910, p. 90. 
Zanclea costa ta VanhOffen 1910, p. 199, figs. 3-3a. 
Zanclea implexa VanhOffcn 1910, p. 200, figs. 4-4a. 
Zanclea implexa Neppi & Stiasny 1913, p. 16. 
Zanclea costata VanhOffen 1916, p. 416. 
Gemmal"ia implexa varo neapolitana Brückner 1914, 
figs. 3-14 ; pl. 9, figs. 16-25. 
Zanc lea gemmosa Russell & Rees 1936, p. 107, figs. 
Zanclea implexa Babnix 1948, p. 139. 
Zanclea costata Russell 1953, p. 99, pl. 4, figs. 1-3 ; 
Zanclea costa ta Kramp 1953, p. 263. 
p. 460, text-figs. 7-24; 
1-12. 
text-figs. 43-48. 
For a complete list of references see Russell & Rees (1936). 
TYPE LOCALITY - l\:Iediterranean. 
pl. 8, 
SPECIFIC CHARACTERS - Four perrad ia l exumbrellar nematocyst tracks. 
Two to four marginal tentacles each bearing stalked oval nematocyst 
capsules 0 1' cnidophores on the abaxial side. The capsules measure 20-30 
micra in length, each containing two to five nematocysts. 
HYDROID - Zanclea costClta. 
:VLEDUSA - Umbrella beU shaped; may reach 6 mm in height but the 
Brazilian specimens found up to nüw are much smaller, the la rgest being 
1.5 mm, immature. Jelly moderately thick Some specimens have an 
apical thickening. Four perradial meridional rows of nematocysts, longer 
in larger specimens, may extend up to half the height of the bell. Velum 
well developed. l\:Ianubrium flask-shaped to cylindrical, may reach um-
brella margin. l\:Iouth simple tube-like, a rmed with nematocysts. Four 
radial canaIs and ring canal moderately broad. Gonads iterradial may 
become so large as to almost encircle the stomach, mouth end remains 
free. Young medusae have two oppüsite perradial tentacles and two mar-
ginal bulbs at right angles with the tentacles. Lal'ger medusae may 
develop two tentacles from these bulbs, having therefore fou r tentacles. 
The marginal bulbs are me1'e elongated swellings of the tentacle's basal 
portion and are not sharply delimited. Immec1iately below the swelling 
the tentacles bear stalked capsules with three to five nematocysts each 
Colour of manubrium paI e yellow; radial canaIs and ring canal pink; 
marginal tentacle bulbs reddish OI' o1'ange. 
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YIATERIAL - I have altogether counted 23 specimens belonging to this 
species, all young. They were taJ~en in June 1950, July ]955 and November 
1956 from depths 40-0 m.w. Some of the specimens from Jaseur Bank 
and Trindade are recently liberated specimens, 500 micra wide, indicating 
that the hydroid lives on the island's shelf and on the bank, the shallower 
depth of the latter being 15 m Russell & Ress (loc., p. 115) observed the 
medusae to be liberated when 500-700 micra in diameter. 
The largest specimens are 1.5 mm high and some of them bear incipient 
gonads in spite of the small size. In the larger specimens there is a 
slight thickening of the median portion of the radial canaIs. 
Arare species founcl over a wide area, probably euryhaIine and 
eurythermic. 
DrSTRIBUTION - WideIy distributed. Westem Korth Atlantic: from 
Massachussetts to the West Indies. Eastem North Atlantic: British 
Isles, North Sea, Norway, Mediterranean, including the Adriatic. Indian 
Ocean: Red Sea, Nicobar Islands. Pacific: Torres Strait, Japan, Great 
Barrier Reef, Magellanic Region. ProbabIy a circum-tropical and circum-
subtropical species penetrating in temperate zones. 
According to Rees' suggestion (1953) that Mnestra parasites may be 
identical with Zanclea costata, the few specimens of Phyllirlwe bucephala 
founcl in our plankton were searched for medusae, but none was found. 
FAM. Clavidae 
Turrito]Jsis nutricula Mc Grady 
Modeeria ntult'itentaculata Fewkes 1881, p. 149, pl. 3, figs. 7-9. 
Modeel'ia ntttl'iettla Fewkes 1882, p. 294. 
Dend"oclava doh1'ni Zoia 1892, p. 409. 
Tttrritopsis ntttl'icttla Nutting 1901, p. 375. 
Tttl.,.Uopsis ntttricttla Mayer 1910, p. 143, text-figs. 75-77; pl. 14, figs. 10-13; pl. 15, 
figs. 10-13. 
Tm'ritopsis ntttricttla Bigelow 1913, p. 8. 
Ttu-ritopsis ntttricttla Browne 1916, p. 180. 
TttrrUopsis ntttricola VauhOffen 1916, p. 418. 
C01·ydendrittn. nttt"icula Kramp 1935, p. 11. 
Tttr"itopsis ntttl'icttla Russell 1953, p. 115, pl. 5, figs. 1-5; pl. 29, figs. 1-3; text-figs. 
54 A-C, 55, 56. 
Tttl'1'itopsis ntttricula Ralph 1953, p. 64. 
For a complete list of references and history of the species see Russell 
1953. 
TYPE LOCALI'.cY' - CharIeston Harbour, South Carolina. 
8PECIFIC CHARACTERS - Sixty to eighty marginal tentacles in a single 
row. Four radial masses of large yacuolatecl endodermal cells above stomach. 
Four lippecl mouth bordered with cnidocysts. 
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HYDROID - TurritopSis nutricula, formel,y ascribed to Dendroclava 01' 
Corydendriu11t. 
MEDUSA -- UmbreUa pyriform to beU-shaped, may be up to five mm 
high, my specimens not larger than four mm. Jelly thin. Velum broad. 
Manubrium large, rounded, usually occupying two thirds or more of sub-
umbrella cavity but not extending beyond umbrella margin. PeduncIe 
present, cross-shaped due to the presence of four radial masses of large 
vacuolated endoderm cells enclosing the radial canaIs and coalesced into 
a compact mass above stomach. Mouth with four lips and numerous 
spherical cIusters of nematocysts along the margin. .F'our radial canaIs 
and ring canal broad. Eight admdial gonads continuous over the inter'-
radial surface; the eggs develop into planulae on the stomach walI as in 
Euwpean specimens. Usually 12-15 and up to 20 solid marginal tentacIes 
per qnadrant arranged in a single row; in defined marginal bulbs which 
rather resemble a swollen tentacle base with a small adaxial oceUus. 
Gonads, stomach and ocelli brilliant red, bulbs pale red; radial canaIs may 
be reddish. A few specimens were found wUh attached Cunina larvae. 
MATERIAL - Altogether 108 specimens were collected. The temperature 
range was found to be between 19 - 2r O. Haul M153 may ha ve brought 
back specimens from lovver temperatures. The salinity range was between 
35.5%0 and 36.25%0' Five specimens were counted in sample M122' salinity 
34.1%0' See later (p. ) about this sample which seems doubtful. AU 
specimens were tal{en in June and November, in shaUow waters, depth 
of botton varying between 41 and 142 m. The two richest hauls, one with 
48 specimens and the other with 42 were taken between 10-0 m, 17 June 
1956 at 23 p.m. and 8.55 p.m., salinity 35.8%0 to 35.9%0 and 20.5· O t empe-
rature, over bottoms 41 m and 48 m deep, off Santos; mature specimens 
3-4 mm high (preserved). AU but six specimens were taken in June 
(winter), the six summer specimens (MJ53 and Ml55 ) were taken in night 
hauls as were most of the successful winter hauls. The only successful 
da,slight hauls was MJ20 with a single specimen. This species was absent 
in intervening daylight stations, and since aU the samples are from surface 
la,yers, this suggests that it undertal,es vertical diurnal migmtions. The 
h,ydroid is known to inhabit harbours. 
DISTRIBUTION - Eastern North Atlantic: Eoglish Ohannel, Firth of 
FOl'th, Ilfracombe; Mediterranean including the Adriatic. Western 
North Atlantic from Oape Ood southwards to Ouba. Pacific Ocean: from 
Holdmido (Japan) to Tsingtao (Ohina); ?Amboina. lndian Ocean: Ohagos 
Archipelago. A widely distributed warm water species. 
DISCUSSION - The presence of developing planulae ou the gonads of a 
few of my specimeus confirms Ma,yer's (1910), Bigelow's (1913), Kramp's 
(1935) and Russell's (1953) ViffiV that the American T. nutricula and E1uro-
pean T. polycirrha are ooe and tIle same species. 
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FAM. Hydracíiniidae 
Podocoryne minima (Trinci.) 
Cytaeis sp. (?) Browne 1898, p. 189-190. 
Podocol'yne minuta Neppi & Stiasny 1913, p. parte, p. 24, pl. 1, figo 12, pl. 2, figo 13a-13b 
Podocol'yne minima Russell 1940, p. 528. 
PodocoI·yne mint!ta Babnik 1948, p. 19. 
PodocoI·Ylte minima Rllsscll 1953, p. 134, text-figs. 63 A-C, 64. 
TYPE LOCALITY - Gulf of Napoles. 
SPECIFIC CHARACTERS - Four perradial marginal tentacles; medusa bnds 
on stomach; peduncle present. Four elongate tentaculiform lips termina-
ting in apical knob. 
HYDROID - L"nknown. 
MEDUSA - Umbrella ovoid to bell shaped may reach 1 mm, specimens 
0.8 mm high may be sexually matnre. Jell.y rather thick often with apical 
thickening. Velum well developed. Peduncle present, short. Stomach 
small, cylindrical. Four perradial lips elongated into tentacIes bearing 
each a nematocyst cluster at its apex. Four radial canaIs and ring canal 
very narrow. Fouf' interradial gonads when mature appear to surround sto-
macho Medusa buds present on stomach. Buds and gonads may be pro-
dnced at the same timE'. Four solid perraclial marginal tentacles; four 
marginal bulbs, rounded, bearing dark brown pigment but no ocelli. Colour 
of marginal bulbs and stomach from yellowish to brown or dark brown. 
MATERIAl, - Altogether 753 specimens were counted. The species was 
found in bays and mangroYe regions from Cananéia to the bay of Ilha 
Gr-ande. It affords a good example of patchiness in the distribntion of 
plankton organisms. On 27 October 1955 three hauls were made all at 
6 m depth in three different but not distant points in the lagoon region of 
Cananéia, the first at 4.30 p.m., the second at 4.45 p.m. anel the third at 
5.10 p.m.. The first haul yelded 2 specimens, the second 41 and the third 
707 specimens. Most specimens carriec1 medusa buds. 
Specimens were collected in Jnly, September and October 1955, all 
taJ\.en between 40 m and the snrface. Ripe gonads were seen both 13 July 
anel 27 October. It is most probably a short lived species, neritic, eury-
haline and eurythermic. It has appeared here suddenly in large shoals, 
otherwise rare. A single specimen (M74) was taken off shore in low sali-
nity (33%0) surface coastal waters of 20QC, SE off Santos over 70 m depth. 
This must be considered a stray specimen. 
DISTRIBUTION - Eastern North Atlantic: Plymouth, Kaples, Adriatic 
Sea. Pacific Ocean: (7) Japan. 
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DISCUSSION - My findings confirm Browne's (quoted from Russell 
l.c., p. 135, text-fig. 6~1l) that the gonads surround the stomach completely 
when fully developed. In the Baía da Ilha Grande I have aIs o found a 
mature female 800 micra high, very well preserved and in every respect 
similar to P. minima except for the absence of a peduncle. Since the 
same day at a near by station in the same bay I found specimens belon-
ging to P. minima, I consider the peduncle-Iess specimen to be an abnor-
mal P. mínima. All my specimens had only four tentacles and showed 
no sign whatsoever of more tentacles; I therefore regard as most impro-
bable the synonymy of DysrJwrphosa (Podocoryne) rJtinttta Mayer with 
this species. 
FAM. Bougainvilliidae senso Russell 195~ 
Anthomedusae without exumbrellar nematocyst tracks; with short 
stomach not extending beyond umbrella margin; with or without peduncle, 
with simple tubular mouth, with four, eight 01' more unbranched or four 
dichotomously branching oral ten tacles inserted above mou th opening; oral 
tentacles or tentacle branches usually terminated with a nematocyst knob; 
with four radical canaIs; with gonads situated adradially or interradially 
or completely surrounding stomach; with or without asexual budding; ",ith 
two, four or more solid solitary tentacles 01' with four, eight or sixteen 
large marginal bulbs each with a group of solid marginal tentacles; with or 
without ocelli. 
Hydroid, where known, with a single whorl of filiform tentacles. 
The principal characteristic is the group of solid unbranched or bran-
ched oral tentacles inserted above the opening of the sim pIe tubular mouth. 
The above definition is the same as given by Russell (1953, p. 143) 
with the following additions: eight 01" more oral tentacles; oral tentacles 
or their branches usually terminated by nematocyst knobs. 
Russell divided the family in three sub-families v,,·hose definitions 
modified from Russell is: 
Lizziinae, four or eight unbranched oral tentacles; marginal tentacles 
solitary or in groups. 
Thamnostominae, with four branching oral tentacles, with two, eight 
or more solitary marginal tentacles. 
Bougaínvilliinae, with four branched oral tentacles, with fom, eight 
or sixteen groups of marginal tentacles. 
To these may conveniently be added a fourth, as follows: 
Cytaeinae, with six, eight or more unbranched oral tentacles, with 
four marginal tentacles. Type genus: Cytaeis. 
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SUB-FAM. Cytaeinae 
Genus Cytaeis Eschscholtz 1829 
Gytaeinae with more than four, usually eight OI' more solid oral ten-
tacles terminated in nematocyst lmob. Four simple, solid perradial mar-
ginal tentacles. Gonads interradial OI' adradial. Hydroid unlmown. 
TYPE SPECIES - Cytacis tetrastyla Eschscholtz 1829. 
Cytaeis tetrastyla Eschscholtz 
Cytaeis v~tlgm"is Maas 1905, p. 8, pl. 1 , figo 4-7. 
Cytaeis vltlgm'is Bigelow 1909, p. 190, pl. 6, figo 3; pl. 40, figs. 2, 5; pI. 43, figo 4. 
Cytaeis tetrastyla Mayer 1910, p. 132-133. 
Cytaeis tetrastyla VanhOffen 1910, p. 204, figo 6. 
Cytaeis atlantiaa Mayer 1915, p. 200. 
Cytaeis atlantica Thiel 1938a, p. 297. 
Cytaeis tetrastyla 'J'hiel 1938a, p. 298. 
Cytaeis tetrastyla Kramp 1948, p. 3. 
Oytaeis tetrastyla Kramp 1953, p. 263. 
Cytaeis tetrastyla Kl'amp 1956a, p. 2. 
Cytaeis tetrastyla Kramp 1956b, p. 153, 154. 
Cytaeis tetrastyla 'Kramp 1957, p. 7. 
TYPE LOCALITY - :.\ied i terranean. 
SPECIFIC CllARACTERS - Eight to twelve oral tentacles, manubrium smaIl, 
marginal bulbs small, rounded, no medusa buds. 
HYDROID - Unlmown. 
MEDUSA - Umbl'ella o"oid, j elly fail'ly thick on the sides of the bel!, 
quite thick at the apex. Two to thl'ee 111m high, about two mm wide. My 
largest mature specimens are two mm high. Four straight radial canaIs and 
rlng canal fairLY brond. Velum fairly bl'oad. Four stout solid perradial ten-
tacles each with a wel! defined rounded bulbo Tentacles as long as beU height 
in preserved specimens; some specimens have longer tentacles showing 
that when they are fully extended they pl'obably l'each a length of twice 
the umbrella height. Manubrium large, flask shaped to spherical when 
the gonads are mature, only larger specimens have a very slight peduncle. 
Manubrium between one third to half the height of the subumbrellar 
cavity. There are six to thil'teen solid oral tentacles terminating in ne-
matocyst lmob. These tentacles arise at a short distance above the sim-
pIe tubular mouth. There are no medusa buds. Gonads interradial, the 
testicles are large bulging vesicles, yellowish in preserved material. The 
ovaries are bulging masses of ovocytes which gradually become detached 
from the s tomach's surface as they grow, upon maturity each ovum 
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remains attached only by means .of a short peduncle which eventually 
breaks off liberating the ovum. Specimens 1 mm have incipi ent gonads 
and sometimes specimens may be found with gonads when only 1 mm 
high. The tentacle bulbs a nd tentacle tips bear brownish pigment; sto-
mach yellowish (colours of formalyne preserTed specimens). 
MATERIAL - On the whole 128 specimens were tal;:en, June 1956, July 
1955 and November 1956, in coastal and shelf waters between Ilha Grande 
and Paranaguá. The temperature range is 20.5QO to 22.7QO and the sa-
linity between 33.46 to 35.84%0' The greatest number, 121 specimens, 
were taken 17 .Tune 1956 at 11 p.m., 20.58°0 and 35.8%0 salinity in surface 
layers over a depth of 41 m. It is most probably a warm water species 
of high salinity. 
It was taJ;:en from August to lVIay at the Great Barrier Reef. 
DISTRIBUTION - Atlantic and adjacent seas: :Nlediterranean, Oanary 
Islands, Açores, Oape S. Roque (Brazil); Pacific Ocean: Korthwest of the 
Galápagos, Torres Strait. A warm water probably widely cUstributed 
species, may be found in oceanic waters. 
DISCUSSION - I was fortunate to compare my material with specimens 
of this species determined and donated by Prof. P. L. Kral11p, tal,en at 
Atlantide st. 30; 19°54' N - 22°42' W, 10 m.w. out, on 5-12-1945. My speci-
mens agree entirely with these except that are l11uch paler, almost coloul'-
less and much smallel'. '1'wo species of this genus \Vere recorded from 
the Mediterranean and neighbouring Atlantic region: C. tetmstyla is the 
smaller of the two in size, has the smallest nUl11ber of oral tentacles and 
aIs o small basal bulbs; next in size eomes C. ]Jusilla confined to the j\'[edi-
terranean, with small bulbs and 12 to 24 oral tentacles. C. tct1'astyla has 
alreac~y been reeorded from Brazilian waters, at l QN - 46Q \V (ThieI1938a). 
Other two species were described in the genus: C. vulga1"is from the Ma-
layan region and Palao Islands, with large basal bulbs and 32 oral tentacles 
and C. henlntanni from Oeylon, with large pyriform bulbs and 50-60 oral 
tentaeles; both are considered by Kramp (1953) to be synonyms of C. 
tet1'astyla. C. atlantica is also a synomym of C. tetrastyla (see Kramp l. e.). 
C. ]Jtlsilla may be a yalid speeies. 
SUB-FAlH. Bougainvilliinae 
Bougainvillia frondosa Mayer 
B ougainvillia t"ondosa Mayer 1900b, p. 41, pl. 3, figo 5. 
Bougainvillia frondosa Mayer 1910, p. 171, pl. 16, figo 6. 
B01tgainvillia f"ondosa Vannucci ,& Rees, in preparntion. 
TYPE LOCALITY - Tortugas, Florida. 
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SPECIFIC CI-IARACTERS - No ocelli. Small size. Oral tentacles branch 
two to three times and have long basal trunk. 'l'wo tentacles on each 
marginal bulbo Planulae develop on stomach \VaI!. 
HYDROID - Unlmo\Vn. 
MEDUSA - Umbrella oyoid higher than wide, sides almost straight. T\Vo 
mm high. Manubrium cruciform in cros.s section, short and flask shaped. 
Oral tentacles branch dichotomously two to three times and have a long 
basal trunk. Marginal bulbs bear two tentacles each. Ocelli absent. 
Radial canaIs and ring canal narrow. Gonads radia l, interradial and 
adradial (?), planulae develop on surface of the stomach in mature spe-
cimens. According to Mayer, endoderm of manubrium and bulbs pinkish 
white, tentacle tip.s turquoise. The bulbs of my specimens, preserved, are 
coloured light yellow. 
MATERIAL - Three specimens taken the same day, 17-6-1956, at three 
different stations near 26Q S - 47Q ",', off the state of Sta. Catarina, 
Brazil, over 90-99 m bottom, in surface waters ",ith temperature between 
19.6Q - 20QC and salinity 35.44 - 35.57%0' 
DISTRIBUTION - Florida K eys (Tortugas Island). Found in June-July 
at Tortugas and the beginning of winter in Brazi!. In both cases with 
maturing planulae. Probably a warm water species. 
DISCUSSION - This seems to be the first time the species has been 
recorded again since the original description by Mayer. This and B . 
1nuscoides are the only species of the genus devoid of ocelli. It is clearly 
defined, there being only one unclear point and that is the position of the 
gonads. Mayer states that there are eight adradial gonads, but his figure 
(pl. 16, figo 6) shows fom perradial gonads. My material is iuadequate 
to settle this questiono The best preseITed and larger specimen bears so 
many planulae on the stomach that it is difficult to recognize the actual 
boundaries of the gonads. They are sUl'ely not perradial, but seem to be 
four in number and interradial rather than adradial. Apparently arare 
species. 
Bougainvillia ramosa (yan Beneden) 
Bougainvillia mmosa Russell 1953, p. 153, pl. 8, figo 1; pl. 9, figo 4-5; text-figs. 74 A-C. 
Bougainvillia 1"amosa Vannucci & Rees, under press. 
See Russell for a complete list of references. 
TYPE LOCALITY - Os tende. 
SPECIFIC CHARACTERS - JelJy thick. Oral tentacles branch frOIl1 one 
to three times. Four to nine tentacles on each marginal bulbo Round 
ocelli on bases of tentacles. Peduncle absent 01' slight. 
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HYDROID - Bottgainvillia ramosa. A well known species described by 
several authors, mainly from the North Sea. It was shown to be very 
variable according to environmental conditions (see Russel 1953, p. 158; 
Vannucci & Rees, under press). 
MEDUSA - Rare in plankton catches. A small species up to 4 111m 
high. J elly thiclc Peduncle absent 01' slight. Oral tentacles branch 
three to four times, usually two. Basal trunk of the oral tentacles tends 
to be longo S tomach short. Gonads adradial 01' interradial; the stomach 
may appear cruciform 01' rounded when vlewed from above depending 
on the position and state of development of the gonads. Ring canal and 
radial canaIs narrow. There may be up to nine marginal tentacles on 
each bulb usually only four to five. Marginal bulb oval to rounded, 
round ocelli on the adaxial surface of the tentacle's base. The present 
specimens are 1.5-2 mm high and bear interradial immature gonads, six 
tentacles per marginal bulb and only one division of the oral tentacles. 
MATERIAL - Only two specimens undoubtedly belonging to this species 
were collected, both in surface layers off Santos, 17 and 28 June 1954, 20 -
21QO and 35 - 35.8%0 salinity. It is known to occur the year round in 
the Adriatic, the present findings indicate it to be mature here in early 
winter while it was found mature in spring in the Adriatic. At Plyll10nth 
and the North Sea it elesappears during winter but there are records of 
its presence in the plankton as early as April anel as late as December. 
Hyelroids were here founel liberating meelusae August 12, 1957, speci-
mens collecteel at S. Sebastião (State of S. Paulo). The newly líberated 
meelusae had three tentacles on each bulb, they were otherwise entirely 
similar to Russell's elescription. 
A coas tal species rarely founel in the plankton. 
DISTRIBUTION -It will probably be founel to have a circumtropical 
anel circumsubtropical distribution. Either the meelusa or the hyelroid 
have been founel in the following localities: North Atlantic: Rhode Islanel 
State (D. S. A); Iceland; arounel the British Islanels ; North Sea; Norway; 
Meeliterranean. South Atlantic: off Santos, Brazil; 'Vestem Pacific: Ja-
pan; Ohina; Australia; Amboina. There are a few wide gaps in the 
distribution of this species which should be filled before it may be stateel 
with certainty to be circumtropical. These are notably: the eastern 
Pacific, eastem Atlantic anel the Inelian Oceano The causes of this in-
complete picture of the elistribution of the species may lie in its rarity 
in plankton catches, in it having been confuseel with other species anel in 
the great variability of the hyelroids accoreling to environmental factors. 
DISCUSSIüN - Small but mature specimens have alreac1y been recoreled 
(Kramp ,& Damas 1925, p. 254; Neppi ,& Stiasny 1913, p. 29, quoting Har-
tlaub's B. ramosa vaI'. nana Hartlaub, 1911) from waters of relatiyely high 
temperatures. According to Russel the gonads of large specimens are 
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adradial, while according to Hartlaub they are interradial in what he 
calls B. aut1l1nnalis (=B. ral1wsa, see Russell). ProbabLy the interradial 
position is common in small specimen~' 
FAl\'[. Palldeidae 
Stomotoca clinel1w (Péron ,& Lesueur) 
Saphen'ia dinerna Forbes 1848, p. 25, pI. 2, figo 4. 
Pel"igonirntts sel'pens AlIman 1863, p. 11. 
Stornotooa apioata Agassiz 1865, p. 168. 
Per'igonirn1ts serpens AlIman 1872, p. 327, pl. 11, figs. 7-9. 
Dinernatella cavosa Fewkes 1881, p. 151, pI. 2, figs. 2-3; pI. 3, figo 3. 
Stornotoca apicata Fewkcs 1881, p. 152, pI. 2 , figs. 1, 4, 9. 
Arnphinerna dinerna Browne 1896, p. 475. 
Stomotoca apicata Mayer 1900a, p. 3, pI. 2, figs. 3-4. 
Stornotoca apicata Nutting 1901, p. 371, figo 77. 
Stornotoca dinema Mayer 1910, p. 109, text-fig. 60, pI. 9, figs. 8-10; pI. 10, figs. 1-4. 
Stornotoca dinerna Neppi & Stiasny 1913, p. 18, pI. 1, figo 8. 
Stornotoca apicata VanhOffen 1916, p. 416. 
Arnphinerna ,dinerna Rces & Russell 1937, P. 62, figs. 1-4. 
Stornotoca dinerna Babnik 1948, p. 20. 
Amphinerna dinema Russe! 1953, p. 180, pI. 10, figs. 1, 2-4; pl. 11, figs. 1, 3; tcxt-fig. 89. 
Arnphinema dinema Kramp 1953, p. 265. 
SPECIFIC CHARACTERS - Umbrella with apical processo No peduncle. 
Mouth with four simple lips. Two opposite tentacles. Eight simple 
unfolded adradial gonads. Fourteen to twenty four smalI marginal warts. 
HYDROID - Stomotoca clinema (Rees 1956, p. 347). 
MEDUSA - Umbrella talI belI shaped with a much elongate solid apicaI 
processo It may reach six mm but my specimens had relatively large 
gonads when on]y 1 mm high. JelIy thick at the summit of the umbrella, 
moderateLy thick elsewhere. Velum welI c1eveloped. Manubrium flask 
shaped, cruciform in section, may be large anc1 extend to umbrella margin. 
Mouth with four recurved crenulatec1 lips. Radial canal and ring canal 
rather broad. Two large opposite perradial holIow tentacles with elon-
gate conical basal bulbo Six to ten reducec1 marginal warts between the 
tentacles. No ocelli. The stomach is saic1 to be emeralc1 green to yello-
wish brown or ochre coloured, the tentacle bulbs crimson, purplish 01' 
ochreish. My specimens hac1 alreac1y lost their colour when stuc1iec1. 
MATERIAL - Four specimens alI from surface waters of the state of 
S. Paulo; taken in June and JuLy. Two specimens 1.5 mm high had large 
immature gonads. One was found eating Doliolum, it is lmown to feed 
also on ObeTia, Calanus, Sagitta and Eutima. Found in about 22·0 tem-
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perature and 35%0 salinity. Probably an euryhaline thermophile euryther-
mic species found in coastal waters, rare. 
DISTRIBUTION - "Vestern North Atlantic: Rhode Island, Tortugas CWest 
Indies ); Eastern North Atlantic: British Isles, Ireland, English Channel; 
Adriatic Sea; Pacific Ocean: Great Barrier Reef; Indian Ocean: Ma-
dras (?); Almirante Islands. 
DISCUSSION - See RusseIl and Rees (l.c.). This species has often been 
called AmlJhinema dinema but the generic name Stomotoca ha:;, priority. 
ORD. LEPTOMEDUSAE 
F AM. Laodiceidae 
Laoclicea minuscul-a sp. novo 
(Figs. 4-5) 
Fig. 4 - Laodicea rninttscula, 
oral view. 
Fig. 5 - Laodicea rninuscttla, 
aboral view. 
TYPE LOCALITY - Ilha Grande bay, state of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. 
SPECIFIC CHARACTERS - Small size, small number of tentacles (four 
perradial), usually four interradial bulbs, sll1aIl manubriull1, eight cordyli 
and absence of ocelli. 
DESCRIPTION - UmbreIla slightly higher than a hemisphere. The larger 
of the four specimens secured is one mm \Vide, preserved and mounted 
in Canada balsam, two specimens have large ova in the gonads. Velul11 
broad. Small stomach with four simple lips. The stoll1ach passes gradually 
into the radial canaIs and its walls are continuous with the waUs of the 
gonads. Four straight radial canaIs and ring canal relatively wide. Gonads 
large extend frol11 the stomach almost as far as ring canal. The gonads 
are longitudinally divided by the radial canaIs. Hollow marginal tentacles 
and bulbs. Four perradial tentacles each with a large hoIlow pear shaped 
bulbo 
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No ocelli could be seen. The tentacles are thick, short and coiled 
spiralIy. There are no lateral cirri. Between adjacent tentacles, in each 
quadrant, there is an interradial hollow conical bulb; in one of the qua-
drants there are two such bulbs, side by side. The interradial bulbs are 
flanked by a large cordylus on each side. Between each cordylus and the 
large radial bulb there are either one 01' two long spiraIly coiled cirri. 
MATERIAL - Two specimens from sample M66, taken at 7.55 a.m. from 
36 m depth with open net in the Ilha Grande Bay, 13 July 1955. Two 
specimens from sample M 72 taken 27 October 1955, at 5.10 p.m., 6 m depth 
with open net in the lagoon region of Cananéia. It was found in inshore 
waters of the states of S. Paulo and Rio de Janeiro, associated to coastal 
species, in samples in which either Aglaura was absent OI' LiriOlJe tetra-
philla relatively much more abundant (453 spec. Liriope against 9 Aglaura) . 
Catalogue number of type specimen: CoeI. Rydrom. n.o 32. 
DISCUSSION - Laodicea (?) neptuna from the Tortugas, Florida, re-
sembles this species in size, but although Mayer (1910) still includes it 
in this genus, Browne( 1907b, p. 469) had already rightly shown that it does 
not belong here, due to the absence of cordyli. The closest relative to the 
present species appears to be LaocUcea tertilis from Sidney Rarbour, New 
SouthvVales. The present species differs from tertilis for its very small 
size, for having only four tentacles and for its large pyriform bulbs. L. 
ocellata Babnik (1948, p. 23, figs, 4-5), also a small species, has a much 
larger number of tentacles. Laodicea pulchra is larger and has a much 
greater number of tentacles. At first sight this species appears to be 
very similar to J(rampella dubia Russell (1957, p. 445, figs. 1-2), but the 
presence of cordyli in L. rninuscula and presence of eight large tentacles 
and bulbs in IL dubia separates the two sharply. 
?Laoclicea unclulata (Forbes & Gooc1sir) 
Two specimens both very young and one poorly preservec1 were ten-
tative~y referred to this species. They were taken 5 November 1956 at 
6.10 p.m. in temperature varying benveen 19.61-20.40°C and salinity between 
35.2-35.6%0' at 28° S - 48°22' W, sample Mm. The present identification 
agrees with the distribution of previous records. 
DrSTRIBUTION - Eastern North Atlantic: British isles, Belgian coast, 
Skagerak, benveen Iceland and Scotland, Iceland, Portuguese coast, Me-
diterranean and Black Sea; Westem North AtIantic: from Massachussetts 
to Cuba and Weslt" IncHes (Vanhoffen 1916, p. 420), off Aracajú (Brazil) 
and southwest of Cape of Gooc1 Rope (Kramp 1957, p. 27), Patagonia (Thiel 
1938b, p. 322). 
HYDROID - Obelia. 
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FAM. Campanulariidae 
SUB·FAM. Obeliinae 
GENUS Obelia 
MEDUSA - Obelia. I follow Russell (1953, p. 396) in r estraining from 
attributing specific name to the medusae belonging to this genus since 
there is a great confusion in the distinction of the species. The purpose 
of this papel' being mainly the recognition of the medusae belonging to 
different water masses and since alI species of Obelia are known to be 
coastal forms, it was not deemed necessary nor interesting for the time 
being to go into details to distinguish the species. This wiU be profitably 
undertaken only when breeding experiments, countings and measurements 
of morphologic and other characters of large populations wiU be possible. 
Three different species belonging to this genus were recognized with 
a certain degree of certainty. The first is O. hyalina (Vannucci 1955) 
known to occur in the lagoon region of Cananéia. The second and most 
abundant probably is O. geniculata found here to be quite small, slightly 
over 1 mm at maturity and with about 56 tentacles. The third species 
has rather folded lips and was not identified. 
Six different species of hydroids were described from Brazilian waters: 
O. angulosa, O. braziliensis, O. commissuralis, O. geniculata, O. hyalina and 
O. bicttspidata. 
MATERIAL - Altogether 179 specimens of Obeli a \Vere counted they 
were tal{en in January, March, June, October and November. It may 
probably be found the year round. The temperature range was found to 
be 16.48 - 29QC and the salinity 32.59 to 36%0' These species \Vere found 
along the coast and in the vicinity of the isle of Fernando de Noronha 
(3952' S - 32Q23' W). The most abundant catch (MIl8) brought back 62 
specimens, July 13, 1955 at 11 a.m. in a vertical haul 40-0 mover 52 m 
depth in the Ilha Grande Bay (State of Rio de Janeiro). 
DISTRIBUTION - Obelia geniculata is cosmopolitan and the genus may 
be found everywhere. These are among the commonest and most abundant 
medusae in coastal waters. The hydroid grows on drift wood and ship's 
hulls and medusae are produced by the fIoating colony. The distribution 
of these species thus does llOt seem to be very s ignificative. 
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SUB-FAM. Campanulariinae 
Clytia cyli'bdrica Agassiz 1862, p. 306, pl. 27, figs. 8-9; text-figs. 41-44. 
Ca1npanularia attenuata Calkins 1899, p. 350, pl. 2, figs. 9-9c; pl. 6, figo 9d. 
Clytia cylind"ica Nutting 1901, p. 343. 
Clytia attemwta Nutting 1915, p. 60, pl. 13. figo 5. 
Clytia cylind"ica Vannucci' & Ribeiro 1955. 
SPECIFIC CHARACTERS - The medusa has 16 tentacles at maturity, six-
teen statocysts, elongated gonads in the outer third 01' fourth of the radial 
canal. 
HYDROlD - Clytia cylinclrica. 
MEDUSA - The adult medusa may reach five to six mm in diameter. 
Flatter than a hemisphere. Sixteen tentacles, 16 intervening statocysts, 
four simple lips, manubrium and velum small. Along the distaI third 01' 
fourth of the radial canaIs there are elongated gonads, each ovary bearing 
20-35 large ova. 
MATERIAL - \Vhere present, usua1ly in large patches. Always to be 
found in coastal watel's. An eurihaline and pl'obably eul'ythermic species 
prefel'ing wal'm waters. Medusae produced the yeal' round. Feeds vora-
ciously on copepods. It ,vas found in tempel'atures of 19°0 to 20.4°0 and 
higher . The largest samplewith 268 specimens (M72 ) was taken in the la-
goon region of Oananéia, 27 October 1955, at 5.10 p.m., depth of 6 m. Two 
more specimens also belonging to the genus Clytia were found one in the 
vicinity of the oceanic isle of Trindade (20°30' S - 29°22' W) and the other 
near the isle of Fernando de Noronha (3°52' S - 32°23' W). 
DrSTRIBUTION - Medusa known from Oananéia and Bay of Ilha Grande. 
The hydroid is 1I:nown from :.\lassachussetts to Panama and from S. João 
da Barra (20°50' S - 40Q W) to Oananéia (25" S - 47"50' W). Oameron 
(Africa). American Pacific Ooast, from Vancouver Island to the Ga1apagos. 
DrsTRIBUTION - The genus Clytia is greatly in need of a careful 
1'eV1SlOn. Very few species are known with certainty and according to 
Maye1"s definition (1910, p. 266), SUPPol'ted by Vannucci & Ribeiro (1955, 
p. 77 )it is distinguished fl'om Phialidiu111, by never having more than 
16 tentacles and an equal number of marginal vesicles. Clytia cylindrica 
differs from the other hitherto lmown species of the genus in having e10n-
gated gonads. 
Sixteen more specimens belonging to the genus Clytia were found in 
the Bay of Ilha Grande. These had rounded gonads but were immature 
and could not be determined with certainty. They belong perhaps to 
Clytia toUeata, known to occur in the whereabouts of Santos. Found in 
coas tal waters. 
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F AM. Lovenellidae 
Lovenella cirrata (Haeckel) 
Mitrocoma cirrata Mayer 1910, p. 288, tcxt-fig. 154. 
Mit"ocoma c'in'ata Kramp 1924, p. 17. 
Mit"ocomiu1n ci,.,.atu1n Kramp 1932, p. 320. 
Euchilota 1nulticinata Thiel 1938b, p. 330, figo 8. 
Eucheilota cinata Kramp 1955, p. 254. 
SPECIFIC CHARACTERS - Sixteen OI' more marginal vesicles. Sixteen ten-
tacles and about 48 rudimentary bulbs. Two to four cirri on each si de 
of tentacle's bases. 
HYDROID - Probably "Campanulina" like. 
MEDUSA - Umbrella lower than a hemisphere to hemispherical, may 
r each 8 mm in diameter. The size of the present specimens varies beiween 
500 micra to 4.5 mm. Jelly moderately thin. Velum narrow. Manubrium 
short and small, without peduncle, mouth with four simple lips. Four 
straight radial canaIs and ring canal narrow. The la rger specimens have 
16 tentacles there being two to three rudimentary bulbs and one, sometimes 
two, marginal vesicles between adjacent tentacles. The tentacles bearing 
bulbs are long, conical, flan]{ed by three to fom pairs of spirally coiled 
cirri. Rudimentary bulbs also bear lateral cirri, usually more than one 
pairo Gonads elongated having proximal part of radial canaIs free 
and not quite touching ring canal, each gonad is parted longitudinally 
by radial canal. Young specimens have rounded to oval gonads about 
half way on radial canaIs but nearer to ring canal. 
No sexually mature medusae were found in the samples. Some very 
small specimens were secured, linked to the larger ones by intermediate 
stages. The smallest specimens are 0.5 mm across, have four tentacles 
with two pairs of cirri per bulb and only four marginal vesicles, they 
bear no gonads and some still have an umbilical canal. Specimens 1 mm 
wide have four small, rounded incipient gonads, eight marginal vesicles, 
four marginal tentacles whose bulbs are flanked by two pairs of cirri. 
The cirri develop in pairs, the two members of a pair appearing at the 
same time, both in the tentacula.r bnlbs and in the rndimentary ones. 
MATERIAL - Twenty eight specimens were collected in June and Ju1y 
in waters of aproxill1ately 2PO and 35%0 salinity. One doubtful specimen 
froll1 waters of slightly 10wer temperature and about the same salinity 
(M'52) was taJ,en in November further south (28QOO' S - 48"22' VV). Xo 
fuUy mature specimen was collected here until no\\'. ~~ wal'm water 
euryhaline species. 
DISTRIBUTION - :Vlediterranean; Oape Verde and Oanary Islands; Gulf 
of Guinea; Gold Ooast; Bl'azil, near the ll10uth of the Amazon. 
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DISCUSSION - Russell (1953, p. 306) Yery clearly separate3 Eucheilota 
from L01;enella by the number of marginal vesicles, the1'e being only 
eight in the former and sixteen 01' 1110re in the latte1'. Kmmp (1955, 
p. 254) indudes this species in the genus Eucheilota, but since there are 
16 marginal Yisicles, according to Russell's system it shoulcl be transferred 
to Lovenella. I ",as fortunate to compare m,y specimens with some (10-
natecl anel de te rmined by Prof. P. L. Kramp, coming from "Atlantide" 
st. 77 (Accm, Gold Coast), taken 26 January 1946, with 10 111 \Vire out. 
lVIy specimens agree with the African ones except that none of mine are 
mature whilst both those detennined by Prof. Kmmp are mature. 
'l'he closest alIy to this species seems to be Lovenclla clausa which 
cUffers fwm the present mainly by the small size of the oyal gonaels anel 
in ha\'ing only one to three pairs of lateral c11'ri per bulbo 
E1lcheilota 1:Cntr:c1tZar.'s :VIe Cmely 
(Figs. 6-7) 
Eucheilota rent ricu la>'is Agnssiz 1.'lü5, p. 74. figs. 104-105. 
Eucheilota ventl"iculal"is ]1~cwkcs 1881, p. 159, pl. 5, figs. 7-10. 
Encheilota vent ricnla1"is Maycr 1900n, ]l. 55, pl. 38, figo 128. 
Eucheilota ventricu lal'is Maycl' uno, p. 282, lll. 37, figo 5; pl. 38, figs . 1-1" 
~\ 
FiR. ü - E1fclleilota 1'entricula!'Ís 
I'cccntly libp,'nted, ll1atcl'Ínl from 
aqua l'Ía in São Paulo. 
Fig. 7 E1fchei!ota ven tl'icularis, 
manubl'ium. 
RPECIFIC CIIARACTERS - Sixteen marginal tentacles; eight marginal "esi-
eles; thel'e may be or no t some pigmen t ün stomach. 
HYDROID - UnknO\"l1, [lro~ably Campa111rlina-like. 
:VIEDUSA - rmbl'ella helll ispherica 1. np to ] O 111m high according to 
lVIayer; the present specimens \yere founc1 to ha"e lal'ge gonads ",hen 
6-8 111m high (presen·ed ). Jelly rather' thick, thínner at sides. Velum 
bl'oac1. Stomach small, without pec1unelp, mouth with fom ",ell c1eyeloped 
recuryec1 lips \Yith narTOW rims. Four stl'aight radial canaIs anel ring 
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canal narrow. Gonads on radial canaIs, eIongated, Ieaving proximaI third 
and distaI portion free. Sixteen to twenty marginal tentacIes ; the present 
specimens were found to be mature with 8-16 well developed tentacIes and 
eight smaller adradial buIbs. Marginal bulbs elongated conical and large. 
M,y specimens have two-three rudimentary bulbs between each of the 
sixteen well developed ones. Spiral cirri are present one on each si de 
of marginal tentacle base and rudimentary bulbs. Eight closed marginal 
vesicles with six-eight concretions \Vhich a re usually dissolved in preserved 
material. There may be pigment 0011 interradius of stomach. According 
to Mayer stomach, gonads and bulbs are green; the present preserved 
specimens are colourless except for the pigment on stomach and some 
blacl~ pigment on tentacle bases of some of the specimens. It ,vas found 
feeding on Sagitta. 
MATERIAL - Fourteen specimens \Vere collected at Ubatuba and only 
seven at the other stations, respectively at 249 06' S - 459 53' VV (M40- 51 ) 
and in the Ilha Grande Bay. All the specimens come from shallow 
waters; five come from a 40-0 m deep hauI. Specimens were taken in 
June-July, some of them with deveIoping gonads, mature specimens were 
taken at Ubatuba 21-11-1956. Some specimens were liberated in aquaI'ia 
in S. Panlo, 12 August 1957, but the hydroid stock could not be identified 
with ceI'tainty. The ne\vIY libeI'ated medusae are almost sphericaI, 250-300 
micra in diameter; they ha ve two perradiaI ten tacles, each with a basal 
bulb fIanked by a single cirrus. The perradial buIbs and tentacles at 
ninety degrees with these are small and undeveloped. There are fouI' in-
cipient radíal tentacles with a small incipient bulbo The small perradial 
tentacIes are flanked by a single cirrus. One was found with two cirrL 
The inteI'radial tentacles bear cirrLThere are eight relatively Iarge mar-
ginal vesicles with a singIe concretion each. The stomach is small, qua-
dratic and lips are onL.v slightly represented. Pigll1ent on the interradii 
of the manubriull1 may be present. The radial canaIs and ring canal are 
narrow. There is no sign of gonads (Fig. 6). This description agrees 
closely with the one by Kramp (1926b, p. 244) for specill1ens 1 mm wide 
of E. 1naculata taken in the plankton. 
DrSTRIBUTION - This species was hitherto known from Virginia, Korth 
Carolina, South Carolina. It was here found in inshore waters, in man-
grove regions and bays subject to strong lowerings of salinity and high 
temperature. 
DISCUSSION - E. vent1"icularis previously Imown frOlll the western 
north Atlantic is now recorded aIso from the southern Atlantic. Specimens 
were found with and others without dark pigll1ent on manubrium; when 
present the pigment is not arranged in a regular blacl~ spot and thus the 
American species is held separate from E. maculata. Pigment is usually 
absent in the American specimens. Developmental features are similar 
to those of E. maculata; young specimens have a single cirrus per marginal 
bulbs. 
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FAl\1. Eutimidae 
Eutirna mira McCrady 
Eutirna mira Agassiz 1865, p. 116. 
Etltirna limpida Agassiz 1865, p. 116, figs. 173, 178. 
Eut-ima mim Brooks 1884, p. 709. 
Etltima rnira Nutting 1901, p. 378, figo 93. 
Eutima mira Hargitt 1908, p. 111. 
Eutima rnim Mayer 1910, p. 295, pl. 39, figo 1; pl. 40, figs . 3-3'. 
Eutima rnim VanhOffen 1916, p. 424. 
SPECIFIC CHARACTERS - Four perradial marginal tentacles; eight gonads 
on radial canaIs, four on peduncle, four on sub-umbrelJa. 
HYDRorD - Eutina 1nira (Campanopsis). Tentacles unite by a basal 
membranous web, no hydrotheca was observed in the primary hydranth 
reared by Brooks. 
)/IEDusA - Umbrella about 1.5 times wider than high; 15-30 mm in 
diameter according to Mayer. My larger specimens are 7.5 mm (preserved). 
Velum weIl developed. Peduncle elongated, slender, with conical base, 
two to three times as long as bell height, bears the stomach at its distaI 
end; becomes quadratic in cross section when the gonads develop. Stomach 
smaU, square in cross section, may be repeatedly folded near its jnnction 
with the peduncle. Mouth with fom recurved lips which may be folded. 
Four straight radial canaIs and ring canal narrow. Four hoUow radial 
marginal tentacles, about three times as long as beU height, smooth with 
a basal swelling tapering graduaUy. In larger specimens there may be 
up to 25 marginal swellings between adjacent bulbs. Lateral spiral cirri 
flanking tentacular swellings are present in young specimens, as well 
as marginal swellings; they usualJY disappear in larger specimens. There 
are eight closed marginal vesicles, each with 4-8 concretions. Eight go-
nads, two on each radia l canal, leaving between themselves and stomach 
a free space. The peduncular gonads are longer than the subumbrellar 
ones and mature first; mature gonocytes may be found in the pednncle 
when subumbrellar gonads are still beginning to develop; the inverse 
sequence has also been reported. My specimens are colourless but Mayer 
states that the stomach, gonads and tentacles are opaque blue-white. 
MATERIAL - It is a fragile species, often fonnd to1'n 01' otherwise da-
maged. The size range of my specimens is 0.6 - 7.5 mm umb1'ellar diameter. 
The peduncle grows in length as the umbrella grows in width, it is 21' in 
the larger specimens and 1.51' in 3.5 mm - 4.2 mm specimens, specimens 1mm 
wide have only the primordium of the peduncle. The number of marginal 
swellings aIs o increases in number with the growth of the umbrella; there 
are 3-4 in each quadrant in specimens 1 mm wide; 5-6 in specimens 
3.5-4.2 mm and 11 in 7.5 mm wide specimens. Gonads first appear on the 
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pedunele of speeimens 3.5-4.2 mm, the sub-umbrelJar gonads are first 
notieeable in speeimens 7.5 mm. The mouth of the smaHest speeimen is 
quadrangular and has very simple lips. 
Seren speeimens, aH from the region of the I s1e of Fernando de 
Noronha, four from surface hauls and thl"ee from 10 m depth. Hauled 
in January at 4 p.m., 28"C and 36%0 salinity. 
DrSTRIBUTION - 1\orth western Atlantie Coast of North Ameriea, from 
Beaufort, North Carolina to Tortugas, Florida. Oeeasionally flll'ther north 
at Rhode Island and \Voods Hole. A neritie warm water speeies, steno-
thermie and probably stenohaline. 
DrSCUSSION - Maas (1905, p. 34) a nd Mayer (1910, p. 296) merged the 
speeies described under the generic names Eutima, E1ltimeta, Octorchis 
and Octorchandra into the single genus Eutima with 12 species. On the 
other hand Mayer kept Saphenia (=Plancia, Goodsirea and S.'phonoT-
h:ljnclnts) as a separate genus, but Krarnp (1~33) and Russell (1953, 11. 
367) are of the opinion that the speeies referred to Saphenia are jm-eniles 
belonging to the genus Eutima . The genera ineluded in Nlayer's synonymy 
of E1ltilna refer to different de,-elopmental stages. As is weU known for 
b,ydrornedusae generally, marginal organs sueh as tentaeles, marginal 
swellings and sometimes aIs o statoeysts and other sensory organs inerease 
in number as the urnbrella gl"OWS in size. These is the reason wny aU 
these speeies were ecrreetly rellnited in the genus Eutima with the only 
t'xeeption of the genns OctoTchis reeently reinstated by Rllssell (1933). 
Mayer uses the followlng eharaeters to separa te the 12 species of 
Eutima whieh he eonsidered to be valid: nUll1ber of tentaeles, number and 
position of gonads, presenee 01' absenee of lateral eirri. Tentaeles ho",ever 
may inerease in number with the size of the bell, eirri are easily lost 
during gro\Vth and the position of the gonads i" Imown to be rather Ya-
riable. Appm'ently these are not good speeifie eharaeters. 
Vanhüffen (seg. Bigelow 1919a, p. 296) redueed the genus E1ltima to 
three speeies, aeeording to the following key: 
With four tentaclcs 
' Yith eight tcntacles or mOl'O 
1) - " 'ith gonads limited to median region of pednnclc . 
'Yi th largc gonads, when present, ou pcduncle . 
E. l1d'ra. 
1) . 
E. gegenbau,·i. 
E. gentiana. 
As shown by Rllssell, E. gegenbauTi should better be plaeed in the 
genus Octorchis. Removing O. gegenba1lri \\Te implieitly rem ore its sino-
nymys: E . campanulata and E. orientalis (aeeording to RusseU 1953, 
p. 367). E. C1lrva Browne may also be eonsidered a synomym, it was 
described from a single perhaps immature speeimen, from Ceylon, being its 
only differenee the absenee of sub-umbrellar gonads. Is 1s 1mown that 
there may be irregularities in gonad formation in this genus. 1'he number 
of marginal bulbs in relation to umbrella size is about the same in E. curva 
as in O. gegenbauri and O. orientalis. For these reasons E. curva is 
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here tentatively considered to be a synonym of E. gegenbauri. Iüamp 
(1953, p. 288) however still maintains E . curva as a separate species. 
vVithdrawing O. gegenbauri and its synonyms from the general picture 
of the species of Eutima, Vanhüffen's system would be reduced to two 
species t hose with four and those with more than four tentacles. 
The folJowing species of Eut ima have four tentacles: E . mira, E . 
cuculata and E. g1-acilis. 
E . mira is the type of the genus, an atlantic species, variable but well 
lmown. 
E . cuculata should tentatively be maintained as a separate species 
due to the presence of an exumbrellar mesogloeal cap over the tentacle 
bulbs, but is closely reIated to E. mira and perhaps a synonym. 
E . gracilis differ-s from E. mira by having t\Vo to four (vaI'. insignis) 
tentacles and gonads restricted to the peeluncle. Synonyms of E . gracilis: 
Saphenia gracilis, S. clinema, S. 1nirabilis and Syphonorhynchus ins ignis. 
The following species have more than four mal'ginal tentacles : E . 
lactea, E. levt~lca, E. gent iana, E . coerulea a nel E. preUosa. E. lactea, E. 
levulca and E. japonica may be considered as synonyms of E. gentiana as 
postuIatecl by VanhOffen (seg. Bigelow 1919, p. 298). The onIy appreciabIe 
elifference is the slightly larger number of marginal swellings of E. gen-
tiana anel the presence of the latter species in the Atlantic while the 
other are Inelo-pacific species. Kramp (1953, p. 288) consielers E. lactea to 
be a synonym of E . levttlca anel the latter to be a valid species, but does 
not mention its similari ty with E. gentiana. Bigelow, ho\Vever, eloubts 
of this synonymy in view of Vanhüffen's (1912, p. 23) hypothesis of being 
E. gentiana Haeckel an abnormal specimen of E. gegenbauri. However, 
having removed E. gegenbauri to the genus Octor·chis the synonymy 
betw een E. lactea, E. l evu7ca anel E. gentiana seems probable. Although 
the descr'iptions of E. gentiana I have seen do not mention aelaxial papillae, 
this does not mean that they elo not exist s ince they are rather difficult 
to observe anel were frequently overlookeel by oleler authors ; it may the-
refore also be true after alI that E. gentiana ll1ust be regareleel as a syno-
nym of O. gegenbauri, mainly on grounels of geographic elistribution. 
Finally E. coerulea anel E. pretiosa bear respectively 32 anel 60-80 
tentacles anel may be consielereel valiel species. Furthermore, the main 
differences between the two are as follows: E. coerulea has three marginal 
swellings bet\Veen aeljacent tentacles while E. pretiosa is elevoiel of swellings; 
the oral lips of E . pretiosa are greatly elevelopeel while they are of the 
common type in E. coentlea; the gonads of E. preUosa extend over the 
whole lenght of the raelial canaIs, are greatly eleveloped anel unelulateel. 
It is still possible that E . pretiosa, elescribeel by Haeckel from a single 
specimen, is a more aelvanceel stage of elevelopment of E . coentlea. 
E. japonica (Uchiela 1925, p. 93) seems to be a valiel species whose 
main characteristic are the shortness of the peeluncle, large sac-lil~e sub-
umbrellar gonads, small lips anel small number of marginal swellings. 
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Taking int0' acc0'unt the ab0've c0'nsiderati0'ns as well as the number 
0'f marginal swellings in relati0'n t0' the size 0'f the umbrella, the f0'llowing 
k ey may be built for the Eutimidae pr0'vided with eight closed marginal 
vesicles. 
'Ni th nematocyst laden adaxial papillae ............... . 
vVithout adaxial papillae ........... ....... .......... . . . 
Genus Eutima: 
vVith four or less tentacles ..... . .... . ... ... ....... .... 1 
'Vith morc than four tentacles ................. . ....... . 2 
1 'Vith four tentacles ............ ,..................... 3 
vVith two tentacles when yOUli~, when four are present, 
two are usuall.y smaller ............................... . 
3 With cap above the tentacular bulbs ................ . . 
Without cap on bulbar tentacles ............... . ... . 
2 vVi th eight tentacles .................................. 5 
'Vith more than eight tentacles ... .... ..... ...... ........ 4 
4 'Vith up to 32 tentacles ............................. . 
vVith more than 60 tentacles ........ ... ............... . . 
5 'Vith four gonads on peduncle ...... . .................. . 
vVith lal'ge sub·umbl'cll ar sac·like gonads ... , ... ', .. " .. , 
gen. Octorchis 
gen, Eutinta 
g"acilis 
clteulata 
wil'u 
coel'ulea 
pretiosa 
gentiana 
japonica 
The principal synonyms and the distributi0'n 0'f the species of the 
genus Eutima are as f0'llows: 
E. 1nira - l'i1npida, el1targinata, serpentinum. Atlantic coast of North 
America, fr0'm Cape C0'd t0' T0'rtugas. 
E. cuC'ttlata - North Car0'lina (Atlantic coast 0'f N0'rth America). 
E. gracilis - Planeia gracilis, Goodsirea mirabilis, Saphenia clinema. S. 
1nirabilis, S. gracilis, E. insignis, E. elephas. Atlantic c0'asts 0'f France 
and Britain, N0'rth Sea. 
E . gentiana - ?E. lactea, ?E. leVt~kct. Canary Islands, Maldive Islands, 
Fiji I slands, Malayan Archipelago. 
E. coentlea - Fl0'rida, Bahamas, T0'rtugas. 
E. pretiosa - Australian coasts. 
E. japonica - Northern Japan. 
Octorchis gegenbauri - Etttima Cal1t1Jamtlata, E. orientalis, ?E. curva, 
Australia, Ceyl0'n, Mediterranean, Atlantic coasts 0'f Eur0'pe. 
The syn0'nymy here pr0'p0'sed reduces the genus Eutina t0' six species, 
the ge0'graphic distributi0'n 0'f which is clear and 0'n its side c0'nfirms the 
syn0'nymy p0'stulated merely 0'n m0'rph0'l0'gical bases. ünly further studies 
will tell if they are g00'd species 0'r mere sub-spedes 0'f a single widely 
distributed p0'lytypic species. 
F0'r the syn0'nymy 0'f E. gracilis see als0' Kramp (1955, p. 263-264). 
The present specimens were c0'mpared with tw0' specimens 0'f EuUma 
gracilis determined and d0'nated by Pr0'f. P . L. Kramp, tal,en near Accra, 
G0'ld C0'ast, "Atlantide" st. 77, 26th January 1946. The difference between 
the tw0' species is slight and the number 0'f gonads must be C0'nsidered 
the decisive differentiaI character, there being 0'nly f0'ur, 0'n peduncle, in 
gracilis and eight, f0'ur 0'n sub-umbrella and f0'ur 0'n peduncle, in mira. 
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Mayer (1915, p. 201, pl. 3, figo 5) descI'ibed a new species from Torres 
StI'ait, Australia, uadeI' the name of Ettti1'na australis . This is described 
with 64 blunt, short excretory papillae upon the bell margin into which 
a black pigment is accumulatec1 alld froll1 which it is dischargec1 if the 
medusa be left without fooc1 for seyer a l days. According to Russell's 
system this species shoulc1 be I'emovec1 to the genus H elgicirrha, family 
Eireniclae. Kramp (1953, p. 289) consic1eI's E. australis a synonym of 
E. CUl'va. 
ORD. LIMNOMEDUSAE 
IcAl\f. Proboscidactylidae 
Probosciclactyla ornata (i\lcCrady) 
lV-illia omata Agassiz 1865, p. 171, figs. 274a-279. 
vV-ill,ja omata F ewkes 1882, p. 299, figs. 22, 23 non 24. 
lVillia gemmifera Fewkes 1882, p. 299, pl. I, figo 24. 
Dyscannota gemmifera Mayer 1900b, p. 47, pl. 8, figo 17. 
lVi llia o.-nata N utting 1901, p. 377. 
?P" oboscidactyla flavicirrata vaI'. stolonifera Maas 1905, p. 21, pl. 4, figs. 24-28. 
P roboscidac tlfla flavicin-ata Maas 1906, p. 89. 
Probosc'idact yla omata vaI'. stolonifera Bigclow 1909, p. 220, pl. G, figs. 1-2; pl. 41, 
figs. 1-7. 
p ,·o boscidactyla 
P"oboscidactlf1a 
P roboscidactlfla 
onwta 
onwta 
onwta 
Maycr 1910, p. 189, pl. 20, figo l-lO, text-fig. 100. 
vaI'. gelwmifera Mayer 1910, p. 192, pl. 21, figs. 1-3. 
vaI'. gemmifera Van hüffen 1916, p. 419. 
P"oboscidactyla onwta vaI'. stolo'lt'ifera Foerste r 1923, p. 30. 
P,'o b08cidact'lfla o1'lwta Uchida 1\>25, p. 87, figo 12. 
P ,-oboscidactlfla O1"nata Thiel 1938a, p. 301. 
Pro bosC'idacty la onwta Kramp 1952, p. 10. 
P"oboscidactlf la ornata Kra mp 1953, p. 299. 
TYPE DOCALITY - CharIeston Harbour (South Carolina, AtIantic coas t 
of :x orth America). 
SPECIFIC CHARACTERS - BI'anchec1 rac1ial canaIs. 
ma r gina l tentacles , vith large clarkly pigment bulbs. 
umbI'ell ar nematocyst tI'acks. 
HYD~OID - Unknown, probabIy Lar-Jike. 
Sixteen to twenty 
Inter tentacula I' ex-
MEDUSA - Um br ella h emispherical with yeI'tical to flaring side~, about 
5-6 mm high. J elly thick Velum narrow. Stomach \Vide, short flask 
shapec1, " 'i rh four bulging sides proIongec1 sometimes into four rather ill 
defined r adial lobes. A very sligh t peduncle may be present in large 
specimens. Four ample undulating perradial lips. Four primary radial 
canaIs emerge from the four corners of the s tomach. These radial canaIs 
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branch alternately to right and left, very often according to the pattern 
illnstrated by Mayer (1910, figo 100) frequently the branching of the radial 
canaIs departs from this basic pattern and becomes rather irregnlar: 
always the branches terminate in the bulbs of the marginal tentacles. 
There may be more than 16 tentacles and as many as 20. The bulbs are 
hoIlow, rounded and heavi1y pigmented with black 01' dark brown pigmento 
The tentacles are solid as welI as ring canal. The gonads are kno,,"n to 
be intetTadial. Medusa buds may a rise directly from the stomach, usually 
however they are produced on stolons which bud off from the corners of the 
stomach 01' at some distance along the radial canaIs. Medusae with only 
eight tentacles may already carry other medusa buds and stolons. The 
buds are liberated as young medusae at the stage of four tentacles each, 
some were found with five tentacles. Stomach and gonads may be ochre 
yellow 01' greenish yellow. The marginal bulbs are very darkly pigmented. 
A large specimen five mm wide was found with parasitic Cunina lan·ae. 
MATERIAL - lt was found in the area between Ilha Grande and off 
Torres in June (1954, 1956) , July (1955), Octobet' and November (1956). 
Altogether 480 specimens, 58.9% of which taken in June, but found at 
more stations in October-November. lt was always more abnndant in 
night hauls The temper-ature varied between 199 C and perhaps lower, 
to 229 C. The salinity between 35.4 %0 or perhaps 35%0 and 35.8%0 01' 
perhaps 36%0. The richest haul came from the upper 10 m, 11 p.m., 17 
June 1956, 20.59 C and 35.8%0 salinity (M13n3[) . 
DrSTRlBUTION - From Cape Cod to the Bahamas (P. onwta s.st r.). 
Distribution of Proboscidactyla orna ta S. latu : Pacific Ocean: Malay 
Archipelago, Great Barrier Reef, Acapulco, Louisiade Island (Korth 
Pacific); North westem Atlantic: from Cape Cod to the Bahamas; South 
Atlantic: Fernando Po, eastwards from Rio Grande do Sul, southwards 
of Rio de .Taneil'O. 
Geographic distribution of the species of the genus - The species 
of this genus apparently ha ve a rather r estricted distribution, being 
confined to a definite area. They are a11 neritic forms 01' coastal. This 
type of distribution may be due either to definite ecological r equirements 
of the species, 01' else to the restricted c1istribution of the polj'chetes on 
which the hydroic1s are known to live. The hydroic1s, where known, 
belong to the genus Lar which lives on the mouth rim of the tubes of 
Sabellariid Polychetes. The distribution of the medusae is as follows : 
Southem boreal species - 1) - P. steUata - North eastern Atlantic, 
North Sea, Norway and Japan. 
P. brooksi - from North Carolina 
may be a synonj'm. · 
AtIantic Ocean -
Pacific Ocean -
Imlian Ocean -
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2) - P. brooksi - from North Carolina 
maybe a synonym OI' very close ally of 
P. stellata. 
3) - P. Or1wta - Western AtIantic, from 
Cape Cod to the Bahamas. Southern 
coast of Brazil. Also Isla Quellín, 
Chile (Krall1p, 1952). ? Madras. 
4) - P. mutabi1is - South western Atlan-
tic, Falldand Islands. 
5) - P. f1avicirrata - North Pacific, 
Kall1tschatka; Eastern Pacific, Van-
couver Island, Puget Sound, vVas-
hington State. 
6) - P. ci1'cumsabella - Eastern Pacifico 
California. 
7) - P. occiclentalis - Eastern Pacifico 
California. 
8) - P. O1'nata varo sto1onífera - Mala-
yan East Pacific region. Acapulco; 
Lousiade Island in the north Paci-
fic. P. va1'ians may be a synonym. 
9) - P. mínima - Gulf of Manaar (south 
easthern coast of India). 
10) P. varians - Maldive IsIands. May 
be a synonyll1 of P. orna ta. syn. ? P. 
t1'opica Browne. 
DISCUSSION - The genus P1'obosciclactyla is here considered as inclu-
cluding walia according to what has been clearly established by Russell 
(1953, p. 386). Mayer distinguishes three varieties of the species P. o1'nata 
(P. ornata s. str, P. o1'nata vaI'. stolonifera and P. ornata varo gem'l1úf em ). 
Undoubtedly P. orna ta vaI'. gemmifera is a synonym of P. ornata s. str. 
Mayer considers it to be an immatm·e or budding variety, I believe it is 
only a questiol1 of some specimens being collected with buds and others 
without, as the case of Rathkea octolJtlnctata of which sexual and budding 
specimens are lmown to occur. The distribution of the two is about 
the same: from Cape Cod to the Bahamas for one, and from North Ca-
rolina to the Bahamas for the other. P . gemmifera has never been found 
with gonads and P. ornata has neveI' been found with buds. 
Mayer separates P. ornata varo sto1onifera on grounds of the different 
place Df budding. Stolons are produced at the second 01' third forkings 
of the radial canaIs in this variety and there is a larger (16-20) number 
Df marginal tentacles. This I do not believe to be a snfficient reason 
to separa te them as different varieties. However the geographic dis-
tribntion is such that it may be reasonable to keep them separate, sto1o-
nifera being exclusively found in the .Malay Archipelago and Acapulco 
(Pacific coast of Mexico). 
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Probosciclactyla tropica (Erowne 1916, p. 184) is most probably iden-
tical to P. varians and therefore probably a synonym of P. ornata. 
Probosciclactyla conica Menonwas described from the Madras Coast, 
but I could not read the papel' (Eull. Madras Govt. Mus. N. S. Nat. Hist. 
Sect., v. 3, pp. 1-32, 3 pIs. 1932). P. ornata is aIs o recordeel from the same 
area in this papel'. 
For the Pacific Ocean species see the recent papel' by Hand (1954). 
ORD. TRACHYMEDUSAE 
FAM. Geryonidae 
Liriope tefraphylla (Cham. & Eisen) 
Lü'iope 1'osacea Annandale 1917, p. 103. 
Liriope tetmphylla Thiel 1935, p. 49, figo 30. 
Li1'iope tet1'aphylla Thicl 1936, p. 45, figo 10. 
Li1"iope tetmphylla Bigelow 1938, p. 127. 
Liriope ett1'ybia Kramp 1947, p. 37. 
Liriope exigua Ranson 1949, p. 132. 
Liriope tetmphylla Ranson 1949, p. 133. 
Liriope tetmphylla Vannucci 1951, p. 91, pl. 3, figo 24; pl. 2, figo 4. 
OUnclias sambaqttiensis Vannucci 1951, only figo 4, pl. 2. 
Li1'iope tetmphylla Russell 1953, p. 419, pl. 24, figo 2; figs. 275-282. 
Liriope te(raphylla Kramp 1953, p. 301. 
Li1'iope tetmphylla Kramp 1956a, p. 4. 
Li1'iope tetmphylla Kramp 1956b, p. 159. 
For a complete list of references see Russel 1953, l.c. 
SPECIFIC CHARACTERS - PedUllcle present. Four radial canais. Cen-
tripetal canaIs from ring canal present. Flattened leaf shapeel gonads. 
Eoth hollow anel soliel tentacles. Encloseel sensory clubs. 
::\'IEDUSA - A holoplanktonic species with no hyelroiel stage. Umbrella 
approximately hemispherical up to 2-3 cm wide. Jelly thiclc Tapering 
long peduncle present, its length varying with the degree of contraction 
upon preseryation and with degree of maturity of specimen, always 
extending beyonel umbrella margin in fully grown specimens, may be 
as much as twice umbreIla height. Velum well developed specialJy in 
smaIler specimens. Stomach small, rounded, in to its cavity projects a 
conical mesogloeal point visible wheu the lips are turneel up. Four simple 
01' sligthlY elongateel lips bordereel with nematocysts. Four raelial canaIs 
anel ring canal broael; there are usually three and up to seven centripetal 
canaIs in each quadrant. There are four small radial primary tentacles 
which emerge from the exumbrella anel are lost in the adult; in the YOllng 
medusae four short radial and four interraelial exumbrellar nematocyst 
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tracks are present. There a re four solid interradial tentacles with ne-
matocyst clusters on their adaxial surface and four secondary marginal 
perradial tentacles with nematocyst rings. Gonads leaf-like, fIattened 
on radial canaIs and of very variable shape. Eight closed marginal ve-
sicles embedded in the jelly near umbrella margin; four perradial and 
four almost interradial just left (medusa seen from the side, manubrium 
elown) , on the base of the interraelial tentacles. The elevelopment and 
morphology of this species are weU known. Frequently gonads, stomach 
and interradial tentacles rose-reel or greenish. LiYing specimens were 
seen with brilliant green stomach, red mouth lips, gonaels greenish and 
pink exumbrella. 
}!ATERIAL - The larger mature specimens seen \Vere about 2 cm \Vide 
when alive. This is by far the most abunelant species in the collection, 
13,881 'Specimens were counteel. Besides these large shoals were seen 
(21-7-1953) in the mangrove regions of Oananéia anel in the bay of Pa-
ranaguá (state of Paraná, 6-9-1953). The temperature range was found 
to be between 17.53" O and verhaps lower to 29" O. Two specimens were 
taken in a vertical haul (lVI7S ) 108-54 m depth in which the temperature 
graelient was 12.48 -17.53" O and the salinity 35.10 - 35.77%0' One of 
them had immature gonaels. Thiel (1936, p. 53, figo 10) establisheel the 
lower temperature limit of this species at 20" O. In the present collection 
1.785 (12.8%) specimens were surely taken in waters temperatures below 
20"0 anel of these 591 (4.2%) specimens surely carne from lower than 19"0. 
Presumably some of the remaineler 12.096 came from temperatures 10\Ver 
than 20" O. Thiel (l.c.) also states that the species is most abunelant in 
the area limiteel by the 25" O isotherm. In the present collection however 
only 504 (3.7%) specimens surely come from waters above 25" O. 
The salinity range of the species is founel to be in this series of 
samples 33%0 and probably lower up to 36.9%0' Being founel active and 
in large shoals in mangrove regions, probably it tolerates still lower 
concenü·ations. AnnandaIe found this species in similar environment in 
Inelia. 
The most abundant catches come from waters with salinity bet\Veen 
35%0 and 36%0 and temperature behveen 20-25" O, centering around 
21-23" O, irrespective of season and hour of day OI' night. It is a holo-
pIanktonic species which probabl,y breeds the year round since young and 
adults were collected throughout the year when hauls were made. Lar-
gest numbers were tal~en in Nm'ember, temper-ature not higher than 
23" O and 35%0 salinit,y. It is eur'yhaline and eurythermic prefel'ing 
warm water. 
DISTRIBUTION - A surface layer, circumtropical species, according to 
Thiel (1936, p. 53) confined to the area limited by the 20" O isotherm 
being the majority of specimens comprised in the area limited by the 
25" O isotherm. Kr-amp (1953) found it to be most abundant from 
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November to January at the Great Barrier Reef. According to the 
present findings we should say that this species is here found to be 
usually restricted to the area limited by the 19Q C isotherm being most 
abundant in waters around 23Q d and only rarely found in waters with 
temperature lower than 19Q C. Kramp found few specimens near the nor-
thern boundary of the Gulf Stream, in waters 13-14Q C. The relative 
abundance of Diriope tetraphylla and Aglattra he1nistoma seems to in-
dicate that the two species exclude each other OI' have diffeI'ent environ-
mental requirements. The species feeds on Sagittae, copedods, fish 
larvae and young fish and in aquaria eats small pieces of bloody meat. 
LaI'ge specimens digest theiI' food in about three hours at 20Q C. Some 
specimens beaI' parasitic O~tnina larvae. I observed that living specimens 
are slightly phosphorescent. 
DISCUSSION - Russell (l.c.) gives a complete list of references to this 
species and discusses the question of the numeI'Ous "species" described 
in this genus. EaI'ly authoI'S established numerous different "species" 
which were lateI' merged into one. Some authors have letf the question 
open and Russell writes that "these variations in form thus remain to be 
explained and to this end therefore the type to which the animaIs con-
form should be stated when the species is reported". Presumably the si-
tuation is as follows: this is a holoplanktonic species with direct deve-
lopment, which repl'oduces the yeal' round and develops I'eportedly in six 
days (temperature not stated). lt is undoubtedly a very variable species 
with few predatoI's and efficient defensive means such as long nema-
tocyst laden tentacIes anc1 turgescent jelly. A sma11 number of parent 
animaIs may theI'efore, when placec1 in suitabIe conditions, proc1uce a 
large number of viable eggs and therefore a large number of offsprings 
which tenc1 to agglomerate in extensive shoals and whose mell1beI's wiU 
tend to be similar owing to their common ancestry. This explains the 
well known fact that specimens from the same patches are similar. For 
the same I'eason, different swarll1S will tend to be rather c1issimilar. The 
crossability of specimens fI'om different populations is demonstrated by 
the existence of alI intermec1iate morphological fonus. Another question, 
not yet studied, is the possibility of the existence of c1ifferent ecological 
l'aces within the species. This question requires future stuc1ies. 
The capacity of relatively extensive horizontal c1isplacement and the 
crossabiJity of the different l'aces has pI'obably not favoured the subc1i-
vision of the species into subspecies. 
According to Thiel (1936, p. 51) larvae anc1 young specimens up to 
2 mm dia meter have an annular mouth and no peduncle. My specimens 
when 2 mm wic1e already have a pec1uncle as long as the belI c1iameter. 
The peduncle grows in length as the umbrella grows in c1iameter but 
never exceeds 2.5 times the rac1ius of the ull1brelIa in my specimens. The 
measurements taken of a large number (over 500 specimens) of living 
specimens in Cananéia showed that both the length of the peduncle and 
that of the tentacles is very variable in living specimens c1ue to their 
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great contractility. Fixation increases the fragility of these organs and 
augments the variability of their aspect, they cannot therefore be used 
satisfactorily as systematic characters. 
Umb"ella size 
in mm 
TABLE 
Length of peduncle in 
tenns of bell "adi'tts 
o 
O 
O 
Sex 
larva 
N.· of centripetal 
canais 
0.9 
1 
1.5 
2 
2.4 
r juvenilc attached 
.., -V.U 
5 
5.5 
6 
6.4 
6.5 
8.4 
1.21' 
1.51' 
2.51' 
21' 
21' 
2.51' 
2.51' 
21' 
female 
male 
mature male 
1 Cttnina larva 
3 
1 
3 
3 
3 
1 
1 
This t a ble refers to spccimens from Fernando de Noronha . 
Gerionia prObo8cidalis (Forslml) 
Geryon'ia pl"Obosc'idalis L cuckart 1856, p. 8, pl. 1, figo 3. 
Geryonia p"oboscidalis Gegenbaur 1856, p. 254, pl. 8, fig o 16. 
Geryonia fttngifonnis FoI 1873, p. 472, pl. 24-25. 
Ge"yonia hex aphylla Maas 1897, p. 26, pl. 3, figo 6. 
Geryowia mexicana + Cannm'is "osea Agassiz & Mayer 1902, p. 149, pl. 4, figo 17-18. 
Geryonia p"oboscidalis VanhOffcn 1902, p. 84, pl. 10, figo 15. 
Geryon'ia proboscidalis Bigelow 1909, p. 116. 
Geryonia proboscidalis Mayer 1910, p. 425, pl. 53, figs. 1-3; pl. 54, figo 10. 
Ge.·yonia elephas Mayer 1910, p. 427, figo 283. 
Geryonia elephas Vanhoffen 1912, p. 373. 
Ge.'yonia prob08cidalis Bigelow 1913, p. 56. 
Geryonia proboscidalis Neppi & Stiasny 1913, p. 59. 
Ge.·yonia proboscidalis Bigelow 1915, p. 316. 
Geryonia p"oboscidalis Browne 1916, p. 199. 
Geryon'ia proboscidalis Bigelow 1938, p. 127. 
Geryonia p"oboscidalis Kramp 1924, p. 34. 
Geryonia proboscidalis Uchida 1928, p. 83, figo 4. 
Geryonia proboscidalis Thicl 1936, p. 53. 
Geryonia p"oboscidalis Kramp 1953, p. 301. 
SPECIFIC CHARACTERS - The same as in Liriope, but with hexamerous 
symmetry. 
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MEDUSA - A holoplanktonic species. In alI respects similar to Liriope 
tetraphylla except in the symmetry which is tetramerous in Liriope and 
hexamerous in Ge'ryonia. Umbrella hemispherical to nearly spherical, 
stated to be up to 80 mm in diameter. Jelly thiclc Peduncle long, ta-
pering gradualIy, with a conical point extending into the stomach. Six 
simple 01' slightly elongated lips. Radial muscle fibers welI developed 
in the sub-umbrelIa and peduncle. Six primary perradial exumbrellar 
tentacles; six perradial, marginal, hoIlow secondary tentacles with ne-
matocyst rings, six solid interradial tentacles, with nematocyst puffs on 
adaxial surface. Six radial canaIs and ring canal rather broad. Six to 
seven blindly ending centrípetal canaIs arise in each sextant from the 
ring canal, they are alternately long and short. Twelve enclosed marginal 
vesicles with a single statolith, six perradial and six near the base of 
the interradial tentacles. Large leaf like gonads develop on the radial 
canaIs. UsuaHy pink 01' colourless. 
MATERIAL - A single specimen from sample M14, in the Fernando de 
Noronha region, taken 27-1-1954, temperature 29" C and salinity presu-
mably about 36%0' It is a well preserved specimen with the complete 
set or tentacles. The six secondary pelTadial tentacles have each 10 
adaxial nematocyst batteries. This specimen is 5.6 mm wic1e and has no 
gonads. The centripetal vessels are not very evic1ent but six may be 
counted with certainty, one in each sextant. Kramp (1924, p. 35) obser-
ved that two over four specimens 5 mm in diameter, from the Mediterm-
nean had onLy the central intermdial centripetal canal, while those 7 mm 
wide had two additional ones in the process of budding. According to 
the same author gonac1s begin to appear in specimens 30 mm wide. 
DrSTRIBUTION - Circum-tropical in surface layers. Very abunc1ant in 
the Mediterranean, elsewhere rare. Thiel (1936, p. 56) considers the na-
tural boundary to be the isotherms of 15" C. Probably stenohaline of 
high salinity and eurythermic. 
DISCUSSION - In all c1etails this species is similar to L. tetraphylla 
incluc1ing c1evelopmental features c1iffering only in the symmetry. This 
fact allied to the rarity of Goryonia when comparec1 to LiriolJe led Thiel 
(1936, p. 54) to presume the formeI' to be a mere variety of LiriOlJe, which 
however seems rather improbable, because, as Thiel himself points out, 
even the very early stages of both genera have a clearly c1efined synunetry. 
It seems however extremely probable that Geryonia evolved from Liriope. 
Geryo11lia elephas Haeckel 1879 described from a single South African 
specimen and neveI' again recorded may be consic1ered a synonym of 
G. probosciclalis and thus the genus is reduced to one species. The fea-
tures mentionec1 to be c1istinctive were: globular beU, longer cylindrical 
pec1uncle and wic1er gonads, aH characters which are not of specific rank. 
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FA]\'[. Rhopalonemidae 
RholJalonema velaftW'/' Gegenbaur 
Rhopalonema velatum Gegcnbaur 1856, p. 251, pI. 9, fi gs. 1-5. 
Rhopalonema typic1!1n Agassiz & Mayer 1902, p. 152, pI. 5, figs. 21-22. 
Rhopalonema coerulemn Mayer 1910, p. 380, p. parte, text-fig. 222. 
Rhopalonema st,.iatmn Mayer 1910, p. 381, tcxt-fig. 224. 
Rhopalonema clavige1"ltm Maycr 1910, p. 382, pI. 49, figo 1, text-fig. 225. 
Rhopulonema velatum Thiel 1936, p. 10. 
Rhopalonema velatum Bigelow 1938, p. 113. 
Rhopa-lonema 'velatum Kramp 1947, p. 13. 
Rhopalonema velatmn Babnik 1948, p. 41. 
Rhopalonemu velat1t1n Kramp 1953, p. 299. 
Rhopulonema velatmn Russell 1953, p, 430, text-figs. 283-284, 
Rhopalonema velatttm Kramp 1956a, p. 2. 
For a complete bibliography see Russel 1953, l.c. 
TYPE LOCAUTY - Mediter mnean. 
SPECIFIC CHARACTERS - T;mbrella eight to ten mm wide. Specimens over 
two mm haye a shallow con ical apical process ; gonaels on middJe third 
of rad ial canaIs; eight ra dia l tentacles, one to three smaller in termediate 
tentaclE's ; eight to sixteen enclosed sensory clubs each on right hand s iele 
adjacent to the base of a ma rginal tentacle. 
MEDUSA - Umhrplla f1 attpr than a hemispher e, jelly stiff, rather thin, 
larger specimens have a dome-like apical !1r-ojection. Velum broael a nel 
well deyelopeel usually helel hanging elown anel found in this position in 
pr-eser-veel material. Manubl'ium small, elongate, quaelrilateml with octo-
gonal base, it first appears in medllsae 1 mm wide; when fuUy extended 
it may r each the bell mar-gin. Four simple lips. Eight sim pIe r adia l 
canaIs and ring canal narrow. Eight oval to elongated gonads along 
middle OI' distaI thir-d of radial canaIs. Eight soliel radial tentacles with 
swoll en distaI portion; one to three small, solid, rather stiff tentacles in 
pach octant. Small sDecimens up to 1 111m in eliameter have four externaI 
sensory clubs hanging from umbrella mar-gin with one encloseel statolith; 
specimens between one and two mm have eight clubs anel sDecimens two 
Ol' more mm have 16 clubs which become encloseel. 
The manubrium incr eases in size ",ith the growth of the l1mbrella, it 
is absent in " ery young specimens anel the stomach opens by a wide 
circular mouth with no lips; later 2 lips develop anel only specimens 1 mm 
OI' larger have four lips. The tentacles a re fragile a nd usually absent in 
presened materiaL Usually the aDica l pr-ocess f irst apDears in specimens 
1.8 to 2 mm. I haye howeyer found a specimen 1 mm \Vide which already 
nad eight sta tocysts and a well for-l1l ed apica l process; it is present in aH 
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specimens larger than two mm. Gonads were found to be present in spe-
cimens 4.5 mm while they were stiU absent in one 5.6 mm taken at the same 
place at the same time of year. The stato~ysts may be quite close to m' 
more distant from the tentacle's base, but are always on their right side 
(lateral view with manub1"Íum down). The principal food seems to te 
copepods and appendicularians. Frequently eaten by Sagitta. Kumerous 
very small medusae were taken which could be referred to this species 
thanks to the existence of intermediate stages. 
MATERIAL - Ninety two specimens were referred do this species, some 
of them, the smaUer ones, with some degree of uncertainty. It was collecetd 
in January, February, March, June, July and November. It may pr·o-
bably be found the yeal" round. Taken from waters with temperature 
varying between 18.1 - 29° C and salinities 34-36,7%0. This is a 
warm water eurythermic holoplanktonic euryhaline species prefel"Íng high 
salinity. 
DrSTRIBUTION - A widely distributed species to be found in circum-
tropical waters, confined between the isotherm of 15° (Thiel 1936, p. 15), 
the greatest numbers being found between the 25° C isotherms, according 
to the same author. Occurs in the three Oceans, including the Mediten-a-
nean. It is said to reach depths of 4.000 m but is usuaJly taken from 
upper layers (see Thiel 1935, p. 44). 
DISCUSSION: Browne (1906) later supported by Russell (1953, p. 430) 
included all the species attributed by Mayer (1910) to this genus, in the 
synonymy of R. velatwn with the only exception of R. fttneral-iwn Muyel"'s 
description of R. coerttlettm (1910, D. 380) includes representatives of the 
only two valid species: R. velatwn and R. fttnerarittm. R. velatwn has a 
conical apical projection, absent in fttneraritl1n as well as in young stages 
of R. velatwn; the gonads of R. velatttnt are spherical or ovoid and pIa ceci 
in the niiddle third of the radial canaIs while they are elongated anel 
pluced in the distaI third in R. fttnerarittm; R. velatwn has eight to six-
teen sensory organs while R. fttnerarittrn has 32; R. fttnerariwn usually 
inhabits greater c1epths. Thiel (1936, p. 11) consic1ers R. fttnemriwn a 
possible variety 01' even a synonym of R. velatwn, but agrees that the 
two shoulc1 tell1porarily be kept separ-ate. Russell (1953) maintaills the 
two as separate species. 
Aglanra hemistoma Péron & Les. 
Aghwra hemistoma Gegenbaur 1856, p. 248, pl. 8. figs. 13·15. 
Aglura pm·onii Leuckart 1856, p. lO, pl. I, figs. 5-7. 
Aglaura viM·ea Fewkes 1882, p. 277, pl. 7, figo 10. 
Aglaura hemistoma Maas 1893, p. 25, pl. I, figs. 12, 13. 
Aglaura hemistoma varo latema Maas 1893, p. 25, pl. I, figo 14. 
Aglaura hemistoma Mayer 1900b, p. 65, pl. 25, figs. 79-80. 
Aglaura hemistoma VanhOffen 1902, p. 77. 
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Aglaura hemistoma Hargitt 1902, p. 14, figo 1. 
Aglaura octagona Bigelow 1904, p. 257, pl. 2, figo 9. 
Aglaura p1"Ísrnatica Maas 1906, p. 97, figo 12. 
Aglaura lÚ3rnistorna Browne 1906, p. 176. 
Aglaura ciliata Perkins 1908, p. 148, pl. 3, figo 14-16. 
Aglaura hernistoma Bigelow 1909, p. 119, pl. 2, figo 6. 
Aglaura hemistoma Mayer 1910, [lo 398, pl. 46, figo 4; pl. 49, figs. 3-7; [lI. 50, figo 11, etc. 
Aglatwa h~mistoma N eppi .& Stiasny 1913. [lo 58. 
Aglaura hemistoma VanhOffen 1912, p. 374. 
Aglaura hemistoma Bigelow 1913, [lo 42. 
Aglaura hemistoma Bigelow 1915, p. 316. 
Aglau"a hemistoma Bigelow 1919b, [lo 387. 
Aglaura hemistoma Uchida 1928, p. 
Aglaura hemistoma Candeias 1932, p. 8. 
Aglaura hemistoma 'l'hiel 1935. p. 49. figo 29. 
Aglam'a hemi8toma 'l'hiel 1936. [1. 39. 
Aulaura hendstoma Babnik 1948, p. 315. 
Aglam'a hemistoma RaJ1soJ1 1949. p. 130. 
Aglam'a hemistoma B errill 1950, p. 
AgZaura hemistoma Kramp 1953, p. 300. 
Aglatwa hmnistoma Vannucci 1954, p. 119. 
Aglam'a hemistoma Kra mp 1956a, [lo 4. 
SPECIFIC CHARACTERS - Very high umbrella. Peduncle present. Eight 
sacculiform gonads on the peduncle. There may be as many as 88 ten-
tacles a lI alil~e, usuaUy less. Eight free sensory clubs. A holoplanktonic 
species. 
MEDUSA - Umbrella rather .,tiff, much higher thal1 wide, up to 8 mm 
high, jelly thin, margin frequently tends to an octogonal shape. The sides 
of the umbrella are about l1aralJ el and the apex nsnally a truncated cone. 
Velum welI develol1ed carried hanging down. Peduncle present, conical 
of variabIe Iength, lengthens with the growth of the umbrella. The stomach 
is small, conical OI' globoid, with fonr lips in specimens larger than 0.8 to 
1 mm high; smaller specimens have onIy two lips. The eight radial canaIs 
and the ring canal are aH very narrow. There may be up to eleven ten-
tacles in each octant, fl"equentl.y less a nd as a ruIe they are broken nem: 
their base in preserved sl1ecimens. Eight free sensory clubs, one between 
ac1jacent radial canaIs. The Eight saussage shaped gonads hang from 
the peduncle at the point were the radial canaIs open into the stomach. 
The gonads first appear in specimens 1.5 mm umbrellar height 01' more, 
they are large anel mature ra]lidly in specimens 2.5 mm high with 48 
tentacles. A few specimens 2.5 mm high were founel with only the pri-
morelinm of the gonacls, it may well be that once sheel the sexual products 
new gonads replace the olel ones. Bigelow founel incipient gonaels in spe-
cimens 2.5 mm from the Sea of Japan. The tentacles develop in the 
following manner (specimens from Fernanelo ele Noronha): 
up to 0.8 mm umbrellar height 
from 1.2 - 1.4 mm to 1.7 mm 
fl'om 1.7 mm to 2 mm 
from 2 mm to 2.4 mm 
from 2.4 mm to 2.9 mm 
8 tcntacles 
24 tentacles 
a2 tentacles 
40 tentacles 
40 - 48 tentacles. 
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Specimens larger than 2.9 mm were not fonnd in the very warm 
waters of the Fernando de Noronha region. Kramp (1953 p. 300) in material 
from Australian waters found specimens the year round comprised 
between the same size limits (1.5-4 mm) and arrived at the conclusion that 
this species has no clearly defined breeding season. The same may probably 
be said for Aglaura herrvistoma off the Brazilian coast. This species was 
the most frequent in the collection made by the Great Barrier Reef Ex-
pedition, but only second in frequence in the present collection. 
MATERIAL - A total number of 1,723 specimens was collected in Ja-
nuary, Febrllary, March, June, Jllly, September, October and November. 
Most probably to be fOllnd the year round in warm oceanic waters. The 
temper-atllre limits were found to be 17.5 - 29" C, howeyer only 288 
specimens (or 16,7%) '\Vere hauled from waters with temperatllre below 
20" C, most of them in small nllmbers excepting a single haul with 117 speci-
mens (M122 ) coming fram coas tal waters 18,73" C and 34.08%0 salinity. 
This 'was a midnight surface (10 m.w.) hauI, off .F'lorianÓpolis, 27"19' S -
48"13' W the 16 .June ]956. 
The salinity limits were found to be 33.3%0 to 36.9%0' 
Seven samples contained more than 100 specimens, a11 of them with 
the only exception of M122 \Vhich had 117, with a total of 878 specimens, 
were taken in waters \Vhose tell1perature varied between 20.6" C and 
25" C and salinity between 35%0 and 36%0' 
This may be considered a species finding its Optill1111l1 between 35.36%0 
salinity and oveI', bllt ll1ay be fOllnd in concentrations down to 33.5%0' 
It is eurythermic, ocurring preferably in warm waters above 20" C. It 
probably is an indicator of the warm and highly saline waters of the 
Brazil current but may survive for a certain time when carried by Cllr-
rents to colder waters. 
DrSTRIBUTION - Like most Trachymedusae, the oceanic species Aglaura 
hemist01na is widely distributec1 circum-tropically and clrcum-subtropically, 
incluc1ing the Mediterranean anc1 the Ac1riatic. It has been taken as 
deep as 225 m (Thiel 1935, p. 49; Kramp 1953, p. 320). According to Thiel 
(1936, p. 42) its c1istribution is limited by the isotherm of 20" C to the 
north and south, but it is here found that although rare it may be takeri 
aIs o in colder waters, probably as a sporac1ic immigrant. 
DISCUSSION - This is one of the most common and abundant Trachy-
mec111sae, having in warm waters an ecological "alue comparahle to that 
of Aglantha di,gitale in colc1 waters. Both are readily c1istinguishable 
from any other medusa in their habitat, being each the only species in 
the genus. 
Aglailra hemistoma is highly variable as is often tlle case with such 
wic1ely c1istributec1 species as for instance L-iriope, anc1 this explains whY 
so many so-called "species" anc1 varieties \Vere described in formeI' years. 
On account of its abundance, its wic1e clistribution, its relatively simple 
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geometrical shape, the facility with which morphological characters are 
counted and measured, this species seems to be well suited for biometric, 
population and variation studies. Preliminary measurements along this 
line have shown this to be possible and may lead to interesting resulrs. 
ORD. NAROOMEDUSAE 
:FAM. Aeginidae 
Solmunclella bitentaculata Quoi & Gaimarcl 
Aeginopsis meditermnea Gegenbaur 1856, p. 266. 
Aegüwpsis mediterranea Lcuckart 1856, p. 33, pl. 2, figs. 8-9. 
Aeginopsis med-ite>Tanea Metschnikoff 1874, p. 26, pl. 4, figs. 17-22. 
Aegi1wIJsis med'itermnea Maas 1893, p. 54, figs. 1-2. 
Aegino]Jsis henseni Maas 1893, p. 55, pl. 5, figo 11. 
Aeginella dis sonema Agassiz .& Maycr 1899, p. 166. 
Aeginella dissonema Mayer 1900b, p. 66, pl. 14, figs. 30-32. 
Aeginella dissonema Bigelow 1904, p. 261. 
Aeginopsis meditermnea Maas 1905, p. 73. 
Sol1nundella b'itentaculata Maas 1905, p. 73, pl. 11, figo 74; pl. 12, figo 75; pl. 13, 
figs. 86-89. 
Solmttndella bitentacttlata Maas 1906, p. 99. 
Solmttndella b'itentacttlata Maas 1906, p. 12, pl. 1, figo 5; pl. 3, figo 23-24. 
Solmttndella meditermnea Dawydoff 1907, p. 119, 3 figs. 
Solmttndella bitentaettlata VanhOffen 1907, p. 45, pl. 3, figs. 11-15. 
Solmttndella mediterranea Bigelow 1909, p. 77, pl. 2, figo 3. 
Solntttndella bitentacttlata Mayer 1910, p. 455. 
Solntttndella bitentaculata varo nteditelTanea Mayer 1910, p. 456. 
Solmttndella bitentaettlata Browne 1910, p. 37. 
Solmttndella med'iten'anea Browne 1910. p. 38. 
Solntttndella b'itentaettlata Bigelow 1913, p. 63. 
So lmttndella bitentacttlata VanhOffcn 1916, p. 428. 
Solmundella bitentaculata Bigelow 1919, p. 331. 
Solmundella bitentaculata Thiel 1932, p. 473. 
Solmttndella ntediterranea Mackintosh 1934, p. 72. 
Solmundella bitentaculata varo ntediten'anea Babnik 1948, p. 47. 
Solmttndella bitentaculata Kra mp 1952, p. 10; 
Solmundella b-itentaculata Kramp 1953, p. 302. 
Solnttlndella bitentaculata Kramp 1956, p. 4. 
SPECIFIC CHARACTERS: Two long opposite tentacles. Four radial fur-
rows and peronia. Eight adradial stomach pouches. No peripheral canal 
system. 
:\IEDUSA - A holoplanktonic species. Umbrella roundeel, with two long, 
opposite tentacles turneel up towards the aboral pole. The umbrella may 
be 3-6 mm high anel wide. Jelly stiff not very thick, the aboral pole is 
smooth and rounded. The tentacles tapeI' graelually eneling in very fine 
points, the gastroelermal cells are highly vacuolated pileel up as a pile of 
coins anel the base of the tentacles has a strong muscle. Four eleep pe-
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ronial grooves and peronial tissue embedded in the jelly. Eight interradial 
gastric pouches. Large widely opened mouth with no lips. There are up 
to 32 marginal sensory organs. 
MATERIAL - 'l'wenty-four specimens taken from surface layers in tem-
peratures varying between 189 C and 280 C and 34.1 %Q and 36.4%0 salinity. 
It was taken in January, February, June and November, but no sexnally 
mature specimens were found although some quite large. The largest 
catch was in June, 3.13 a.m., 10 m.w. out in 209 C and 35.5%0 saJinity, six 
specimens (M123 ). In sample M122' June 16, 1956, at 24 p.m., 27"19' S -
48913' vV, in 189 C and 34%0 salinity were found three specimens of Sol-
1nunclella. Both temperature and salinity were 1m, ver than for aH other 
samples and it was found associated to a large number of both Liriope 
and Aglattra. The same day at a near by 'Station (M120) at 9.40 a.m., 
aIs o in surface waters but in 20.49 C and 35.8%0 salinity three other spe-
cimens were collected. Solmunclella is an oceanic species stenohaline 
and eurythermic. 
DISTRIBUTION - Widely distributed, circumtropical and circumsnb-tro-
picaI, to be found even in the immediate neighbourhood of the Antarctic 
Continent and northwards in the Sea of Ochotsk and at about 459 N in 
the Atlantic. Particularly common in the southern hemisphere (Kramp 
1953, p. 302). It was caught as deep as 2.600 m. Kramp (1957, p. 64)' 
found it to be most abundant between 100-500 m. A few were taken in 
the Antarctic in temperature as low as 0.489 C. Thiel (1936, p. 72) believes 
this to be a cold water species penetrating into warm waters, however he 
presents no reason for this assertion which contradicts the opinion of 
other authors. 
DrSCUSSION - The genus Sol1mtnclella was initially described under 
different names, a good list of references may be found in Mayer (1910, 
p. 454). Later authors established two species: S. bitentaculata and S. 
mecliterranea and finally most authors agreed in considering the two as 
synonyms. The differences bet\veen the two "species" would be: S. 
bitentacttlata reaches a height of 12-15 mm being S. 1nediterranea not more 
than 4-6 mm high; the tentacular diameter of the former is greater than 
the one at 909 while they are both alike in the latter; the former has an 
apical keel-like expansion parallel to the tentacular plane that is absent 
in the latter; the tentacles of the former may reach a length of 100 mm 
while they do not surpass 18 mm in the latter; the former may have as 
many as 32 marginal sense organs while there are not more than 16 in 
latter; finally S. bitentacu1ata has two intertentacular partially closed 
grooves and peronial stripes embedded in the jelly while S. 1necliterranea 
has four open peronial grooves with peronial stripes in tlle concavity. 
The present specimens resemble more to S. mecliterranea but have closed 
peronial grooves. Considering that the characters pointed as differential 
may appear mixed in a single specimen, I follow the other authors con-
I 
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sidering them all as belonging to a single species. The t wo "species" are 
macrogeographically sympathric and it may be that the specimens cor-
responding to the "1nediterranea" type are small specimens with precocious 
maturation of the gonads due to high environmental temperature. 
Maas (1906, p. 12) still kept the two 'Separa te and so did Mayer (1910, 
p. 455) with certain hesitation giving to the two only the rank of va-
rieties. Vanhoffen (1907, p. 45) was the first who merged the two in to 
a single species. Kramp (1953, p. 302) records S. bitentaculata from the 
Great Barrier Reef Expedition but does not discl1sS the synonymy; he 
onlY says that the specimen recorded by Mauer in 1915 from Torres Strait 
as S. 1nediterranea is peopably OI' perhaps even certainly (l.c., p. 311) 
S. bitentaculata. I do not know ifKramp means that the particular 
specimens studied by Mauer is bitentaculata 01' that the two species are 
synonyms. Mauer's papel' is inaccessible to me. AIso Thiel (1936, p. 71) 
studying the "MeteOl'" material found small specimens. 
Aegina citrea Eschscholtz 
Aegina citrea Maas 1905, p. 71, pl. 11, figo 72; pl. 13, figs. 79-82. 
Aeg'ina bntnnea Vanhüffen 1907, p. 51, pl. 7. figo 4. 
Aegina lactea VanhOffen 1907, p. 50, pl. 7, figo 3. 
Aegina citrea VanhOffen 1907, p. 50. 
Aeg'ina rosea VanhOffen 1907, p. 48, pl. 7, figs. 1-2; pl. 9, figs. 16-17. 
Aegina cit>'ea Bigelow 1909, p. 73, pl. 1, figo 5; pl. 14, figo 5. 
Aegina altemans Bigelow 1909, p. 74, pl. 17, figo 1. 
Aeg'ina eschscholtzi Mayer 1910, p. 453. 
Aegina cit,'ea Mayer 1910, p. 451, figs. 299-300. 
Aegina "o sea Ma,yer 1910, p. 452, pl. 52, figo 5; pl. 54, figo 2. 
Aeg'ina aeginoides Mayer 1910, p. 454. 
Aegina pentanema Kishinouye 1910, p. 32, pl. 5, figo 34. 
Aegina citrea Bigelow 1919a, p. 330. 
Aegina rosea Bigelow 1919a, p. 330. 
Aegina rosea Thiel 1936, p. 73, figo 15. 
Aegina citrea Bigelow 1938, p. 131. 
Aegina citrea Bigelow 1940, p. 313. 
Aegina cit>'ea Kramp 1947, p. 36. 
Aegina cit"ea Russell 1953, p. 467, pl. 28, figo 1; figs. 308-10. 
Aegina citrea Kramp 1957, p. 63. 
Aegina cit,'ea Petersen 1957, p. 42. 
SPECIFIC CHARACTERS - It is regarded by Russell as the only species of 
the genus. Eight, occasionally ten 01' twelve stomach pouches which may 
OI' may not have secondary divisions; peripheral canal system pl'esent; 
typically four, occasionally three, five OI' six primary marginal tentacles; 
without secondary marginal tentacles; without otopopae. 
MEDUSA - A holoplanktonic species. Umbrella hemispherical up to 
5 cm wide. Jelly thick in upper half, may be dome shaped, rather thin 
at sides and margin. Four peronia. Velum rather well developed. Large 
Itmticular to conical stomach, may be dome shaped dorsally, typically with 
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eight rectangular interradial stomach pouches some of which may have 
slight median clefts. Mouth simple circular never extending beyond 
margin. Peripheral canal system present. Gonads on walls of stomach 
pouches, sometimes extending on the main body of stomach. There usually 
are four exumbrellar tentacles emerging at upper end of peronia from 
deep exumbrellar furrows, with endodermal "root" embedded in jelly. The 
tentacles are up to twice as long as umbrella diameter. As many as 10Ú 
marginal sensory clubs. No otoporpae. Stomach, stomach pouches and 
marginal tentacles yellow, yellowish brown, brown, pink 01' colou rless. 
MATERIAL - Two specimens, the larger 6 mm in diameter. Hauled the 
6th and 7th November 1956, at 1. 20 p.m. and 2.05 p.m. with 50 and 60 
m. w. out, at 30°25' S and 48°03' VV and 33°12' S - 45"40' W. Tempera-
ture limits between 19° C and 21.34° C and salinity 35.43 and 36.80%0. In 
the first of these samples there were about equal numbers of Liriope and 
Aglaura, 17 of the first and 19 of the latter, 1 Solntunclella bitentaeulata, 
three Corymorpha graeilis the hydroid of which is known to be found also 
in great depths and six Probo8eiclaetyla ornata. The second specimen 
was found associated to a small number of both Liriope and Aglaura 
(respectively four and three specimens) and one RholJalone1na velatum. 
DISTRIBUTWN - According to Russell (l.c., p. 468), this is a deep sea 
oceanic species world wide in distribution and recorded from aH oceans 
as far as 549 S and 639 N. Bigelow (1938, p. 131) however found it repea-
tedly in surface waters and near the coast as lVell as in deep hauls with 
closing nets and as low as 1.030-830 m. The present finelings tend to 
confirm Kramp's view (1947, p. 36) tha t species occurs at alI elepths in 
the warmer regions. Kramp (1957, p. 63) again found this species in 
surface hauls 5-0 m deep, as well as from 1.000-900 m. Russell eliscusses 
the species in eletail anel I refer to him. Kramp (1957, p. 63) includes 
also A . rhoclina in the synonymy of this species. 
FAM. CUl1il1idae 
Cttnina oetonaria J\lIcCraely 
Ounina kollikeri Müller 1861, p. 42, pl. 4. 
Foveolia octonaria Agassiz 1865, p. 51. 
Ounina octonaria Brooks 1884, p. 710. 
Ounina octonaria Maas 1893, p. 53. 
01mina octonm·ia Agassiz & Mayer 1899, p. 166. 
?Clmoctantha octonaria Maas 1905, p. 67, pl. 12, figs. 77-78; pl. 13, figs. 83-85. 
Ounoctantha octonar,ia Maas 1906, p. 98, pl. 3, figo 11. 
Cunoctantha octonaria Bigelow 1909, p. 52, pl. 14, figo 4; pl. 15, figs. 5-6; pl. 17, 
figs. 2, 4, 5. 
Cunoctantha octonaria Mayer 1910, p. 461, pl. 55, figs. 1-2. 
Cunina octonm·ia Kramp 1953, 11. 304, p. 305. 
Uumna octonaria Kramp 1955, p. 284. 
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SPECIFIC CHARACTERS - Usually eight stomach ponches and eight ten-
tacles. One to three marginal sense organs in each lappet. 
MEDUSA - Umbrella flat, may reach 7 mm in diameter. Stomach len-
ticular, central round mouth with no lips. Typically eight [JerTadial sto-
mach pouches, eight peronial fUl'rows, eight marginal lappets. Peripheral 
canal system absent. There are eight exnmbrellar tapering tentacles 
which emerge about half way between margin anel apex. The tentacles 
are stiff, solicl, the gastrodermal cells are piled np as coins, each tentacle 
has an endoele1'mal "root" of large vacuolated cells penetrating in the 
jelly in the midelle of each pouch. 'l'hel'e Inay be a number of ponches 
and tentacles different from eigh t, usuaJly more than eight. 
Six specimens (2.1%) were found with otlJer tlJun eiglJt tentacles: 
two witlJ ten tentacIes, tlJree with nine anel one, wlth seyen. (mean = 9). 
Those with more tlJan eiglJ t tentacles were also tlJe la1'gest s[Jecimens, 
reaclJing 5 mm in widtlJ. F'ou1' laryae were recoreleel, ranging in size 
between 0.6 to 3 mm. The smalJest lJael only fOlH' well clevelopeel ten-
tacles plus four budeling ones. Two of tlJese larva'e were found parasitic 
in Aglaura and tlJree parasitic stolon larvae (Kramp 1953, p. 305) were 
recorded in Liriopc. Two medium sized meelusae and one 5 mm wide 
were founel with nnmel'OUS parasitic larvae in the stomaclJ. The number 
of marginal sense O1'ganwas found to vary between one and five, there 
being more often tlJree. One medusa was founel in the process of being 
eaten by Sagitta bip~tnctata. 
MATERIAL - Three hundl'ed and sixteen specimens were counted. It 
was l'ecoreled in :Vlal'ch, June, July, Septembe1', October, November. The 
tempe1'atu1'e limits we1'e found to be between 18.139 O anel perhaps lower 
to 25.59 O and tlJe salinity 33.5%0 and 36.90%0' Two hunelred and four 
specimens (66%) were taken in November anel in water temperatures 
between 21" O and 229 O anel salinity between 35.4 and 35.8%0' The 
l'ichest hauls were niglJt lJauls. 
Probably euryhaline anel eurythel'mic within l'estricteel limits of va-
riation. Although the relationship is not clear, it is more frequently 
found in waters in which Liriopc t ctraphll11a outnumbered Aglaura 01' the 
latter was absent. 
DISTRIBUTION - vVidely distributed in the warmer parts of alI Oceans. 
A surface water spedes. In the original description F. Müller describes 
anel draws a stolon larva found attached to Liriopc (l.c., pl. 4, figo 30). 
DISCUSSION - The specimens taken by the Great Barrier R eef Expe-
dition and referred by Kramp (1953) to Cunina octonaria had three to 
five 01' even a single sensory organ in each marginal lappet varying in 
different specimens and within the same specimen in diffe1'ent antimeres. 
Later K1'amp (1957, p. 81) distinguishes four elifferent species in the genus. 
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My specimens are similar to each other and one of them was determined 
as Cunina octonaria by Prof. P. L. Kramp himself, to whom I am much 
obliged. The number of tentacles is only slightly variable around eight 
and the number of sensory organs varies between one and five in each 
lappett. 
l!'AM. Solmaridae 
Solmaris spp. 
GENERIC CHARACTERS Solmaridae without otoporpae and without pe-
ripheral canal system. Holoplanktonic medusae probably oceanic. 
MEDUSA - Russell (1953, p. 476) has recently described in detail S. 
corona and Thiel (1936) has revised the genus and suggests that there may 
be only two variable species. The principal distinguishing feature be-
tween the two would be that in S. tlavescens the bristles are confined to 
the sensory club, whereas in S. corona the sensory club rises from a broad 
cushion which alone has bristles. I believe that S. tlavescens is a sy-
nonym of S. leocostyla, the latter name having priority. 
Both species were present in my material but much difficulty was 
encountered in separating these two species from each other and from 
another as yet unidentified formo I cannot therefore give any details 
with certainty on the distribution and occurrence of these species. 
6 - DISTRIBUTION AND ASSOCIATION OF THE SPECIES 
1 - Sarsia eximia - This is listed by Russell (1953, p. 30) as a sou-
thern boreal species with a query. Small species fonnd in coas tal waters. 
lt was here eolleeted from Cananéia to the bay of Ilha Grande, until now 
reeorded only in winter, between June and October. lt was found asso-
ciated to eoastal species such as Fritillaria haplostoma, Obelia spp, Eu-
cheilota ventricularis e Lovenella cirrata. Eurythermie and euryhaline. 
2 - Ectopleura clul1wrtieri - This is listed by Russell (l.e.) as a 
southern boreal species with a query. A small species recorded from the 
lagoon region of Cananéia and a single specimen from Ilha Grande Bay. 
Assoeiated to large numbers of Liriope, Poclocoryne 1ninima and Clytia 
cylinclrica. lt is most probably emythermie prefering high temperatures. 
Euryhaline. Found to the present day only in inshore waters. Kramp 
(1933, p. 242) recorded this species from the Skagerak in waters 18" C, 
associated to large numbers of Noctiluca and Eucheilota ventricttlaris. 
Both speeies are here found in the same water as Ectopleura. 
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Fig. 8 - COI·vmo,.pha !Jl"acilis, 
distribution. 
+ Stations a t which no plan-
kton was ha ul ed. 
Stations with plankton, 
but present species found 
to be absent. 
• - H auls successful for t hi s 
species. 
- . - . - . - 35%0 and 36%0 isohali-
nes during the November 
1956 cl'ui se in surface 
lnycrs. 
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Fig. 9 - COI'YJnorpha !J'racilis 
Diagrum of freqll ency plotted against 
salinity. 
3 - Corymor]Jha gracilis (Figs. 8, 9) found over the shelf 01' more 
rarely over the slope; three specimens from sample lVI'59 were found over 
615 m depth. At station 82 (lVI15o ) a la:yer of shelf waters was found ovel' 
highel' salinity layers and it may be presumed that this species comes 
from this layer. All the other specimens \Vere taken in sul'face waters 
over bottoms between 50 m and 100 m and in the shelf water mass (sali-
nity between 35%0 and 36%0) ' In March this species was found onIy at 
two stations southeast of Cabo Frio (lVIlOH05) both of them o"er the shelf. 
In June it was found exclusively along the Florianópolis-Santos section. 
By far the largest population (172 specimens) was found along the south-
east section off Santos, in October eM ,3.-13. ); this also was over the shelf 
and in the same water mass as ear.iier that same yeal', except for the 
three specimens from lVI'30. The smalI number of specimens taken off 
Cabo Frio (lVI'04-105) may be due to the small amount of water filtered and 
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correspondingly smalI catch. These two samples \Vere tal,en with a 
Clarke-Bumpus net anel the amount of water was 4,386 llters in 1\1104 ; with 
2cc total planldon volume; in this sample two specimens were found. 
Sample 1\1105' with 2,499 liters of water filtered yielded a total plallkton 
volume of 5cc but a single specimen of Corymorpha gracilis. It is the-
refore five times r elatively more abundant in sample M,o, than in sample 
M,o" but the total planl;:ton volume is 5.4 times greater in the latter sample 
for equal volume of water. Surface temperature at lVI,Ol was lower, 
19-20.8Q C against 22-22.9 Q C anel salinity aIs o lower: 35.5%0 against 36%0' 
This together with the data of sample lVI'38 suggests that the species is 
stenohaline for about this salinity (lower than 36%0 anel higher than 
35%0) and eurythermic prefering temperatures aboye 20Q C not over 23° C. 
It is absent in northern waters with higher salinity than 36%0' The 
]argest patch was found east off Santos, the largest catch being lVI'38 where 
151 immature specimens were collected, OI' say 58% of the total for the 
species. 'l'his haul was made with an open net, 50 m. w. out oyer 90 m 
depth, October 31, 1956. The temperature and salinity were as folIows: 
depth in 111 tempo in oU salinity in %. 
O 22 35.40 
10 18.61 35.33 
19 14.37 35.37 
29 14.04 35.39 
AccoL'cling to the findings and to the distribution of specimens in the 
neighbouL'ing stations, it ma,y be that these specimens were living in 
warm waters above thermocline; on the other hand, the large number 
of specimens taken at this station, much greater than at any other suggests 
that the population may have been living in colder waters and this would 
explain the relatively smalI number at the other stations which did not 
sample deeper layers and were definitely above the thermocline (lVI,36, 137, 
'''', 18', 18', 18'). The vertical distribution of salinity as shown in this table 
indicates that the column is homogeneous for this property in this interval, 
it therefore seems that the high surface temperature as compared with 
that of subsurface la,yers may be caused by local heating of the water 
mass. It may therefore be safely saiel that the salinity range of the 
species was here found to be between 35 - and 36%0 being the optimum 
apparently around 35.4%0' The temperature limits are uncertain, perhaps 
varying between 14.Q C and 22° C, the optimum unknown. It may lie 
around 22° C, as welI as 14° C. Further data are necessary to clear this 
point (Figs. 29-31). 
It appears from the data that at alI trips the section south east off 
Santos was successful for this species, however in l\larch it was found 
only off Cabo Frio. The June trip found this species only along the 
Florianópolis-Santos section while in October (beginning of the southel'l1 
summer), the species was found both in the Florianópolis-Santos section 
and Santos section. The same patch ,yas sampled in this tl'ip along the 
two sections which cross at stations 60 and 112, haying altogether been 
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found at this point 28 specimens in 35.4%0 salinity and 22" C temperature. 
The other medusae present in both hauls were also the same, except for 
the absence oi Solmaris sp. in Mm. It is also the same association as in 
:\11138 where the largest number oi CorymorIJha was taken. 
CorymorIJha graeilis was found associated to large numbers oi LirioIJe 
tetraIJhylla, Cunina oetonaria and Proboseidaetyla ornata. In a ll the 
samples in which Corymorplw, graeilis occurred, Aglaura hemis t01na was 
either absent 01' very scarce. The largest catch comes from sample Ml3S 
in which 151 specimens were taken along with 28 L irioIJe, 10 Proboseidae-
tyla ornata and no other species oi medusae. 
It is a stenohaline species found between 35-36%0 salinity. Taken 
in March, June, October and l'Iovember. Rather rare, to be iound in la rge 
patches when present. Probably a good indicator of the shelf water mass. 
Fig. 10 EUGodonitt1n b"O~VlWi 
Same as for Fig. 8. Coas tal waters 
have salinity lower than 35%0 -
Northern watcl"s have higher salinity 
than 36%0 - Shelf waters have sali-
nity betwecn 35%0 and 36%0 
ó - Samples with 16 and 28 specimens. 
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Fig. 11 - EUGodonütm brownei -
Diagram of the frequency plotted 
against tempcrature and salinity. 
4 - Ettcodoniul1t brownei (Figs. 10, 11) - As stated above, this 
species was previously known from a small number oi specimens taken 
at Plymouth, North Sea Skagerak, Villefranche, Marseille and Trieste 
in the Mediterranean. The present finding suggests this to be a rather 
rare Atlantic species which may be carried far away by currents, succes-
sive generations surviving thanks to the species' budding capacities. This 
may explain why it appeared in such pIaces as previously recorded as an 
occasional immigrant. It was here found in relatively large numbers and 
in a narrow temperature and salinity range. It was always found in the 
shelf water mass 01' in mixed coas tal and shelf waters. 
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The population sampled in June 1954 (16 budding specimens) (lVI,o_51) 
was taken over the 50 m isobath in coastal waters with a certain degl'ee 
of mixture associated to typical coastal water species such as ObeUa spp., 
Lovenella cirrata, Bougainvillia ranwsa, Sarsia exintia, Octophialucium 
bigelowi and an extremely large number (4919) of F'riUllaria haplostoma 
(Tunicata Copelata, see Bjornberg ,& Forneris 1956) and P eniUa sp_ both 
considered to be coas tal water species. 
The population sampled in November 1956 \vas found over the slope 
in the shelf water mass_ It was found associated to large numbers of 
Liriope, few Aglaura, relatively abundant Ounina and very abundant Pe-
nilia. It was not however found also in stations nearer to the coast 
(M,78- 17O ) where P enilia was aIs o very abundant, but not so Eucodoniwn. 
EllCodonium brownei was here found in a very narrow temperature 
and salinity range, 21-22·C and 35.4-35.8%0 salinity, in was never taken 
in oceanic waters nor in pure coas tal waters with low salinity, never-
theless it is not safe to consider it a stenohaline and stenothermic species 
in view os previous records. These findings suggest that it probably does 
not inhabit and reproduce in waters of low temperature and salinity but 
endures such conditions and may be found there as arare immigrant. 
It was here found to be rather rare and occurring in patches. 
5 - Zanclea costata - A neritic species found over shallow depths. 
'Widely distributed, euryhaline and probably eurythermic. Usually rare. 
Turritopsis ootricula 
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Fig. 12 - Turritopsis nut1'icula 
The same as for Fig. S. 
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Fig. 13 - TttlTitopsis n1ltricula -
Diagram of frequency plotted against 
t emperature and salinity. 
6 - Turritopsis nutricula (Figs. 12, 13) listed by Russell (1953, 
p. 30) as a southern species. Neritic apparently of high salinity, the range 
was found to be between 35.5 to 36.25%0; five specimens carne from waters 
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34.1%0 salinity. Eighty five percent of the specimens were taken in 
waters of salinity slightly under 36%0' The species was founel to live 
between 19.5 to 21" C; five of the 108 specimens collected may have been 
mken in coleler waters; 84% of the total comes from waters about 20\> C 
temperature a nel 35'%0 salinity, a surface night haul in June. The tem-
perature optimum is presumably between 20-21" C anel salinity optimum 
between 35.5-36%0 concentration. All but a doubtful specimen were taken 
after sunset in surface lavers while none was taken at the intervening elay-
light stations in the same area. Ninety four- per-cent of the specimens were 
taken in shelf waters while onlY 5% come from coastal waters (sample lVl122 
c1oubtful. About this s.ample see below under the heading Sample lVl122 ). 
Two percent of the total was taken in noethern waters (Brazil current) . 
It was taken in June and November, being most abundant in Jnne. It 
was usnally found associateel to Cttnina oetonaria and in samples in which 
both Aglaura and Liríope were present, it was most abundant where large 
numbers of Proboseídaetyla ornata occur (surface hauls at 8.55 p.m. and 
11 p.m.). 
Eurythermic warm water species, probably euryhaline within rather 
restricted limits. 
7 - The distribution and present findings of Prodoeoryne mínima 
inelicate it to be here an eurythermic species prefering rather high tempera-
tures, euryhaline prefering low salinites and inhabiting inshore and la-
goon region waters. Rare, when present it usually appears in large 
shoals. It is founel eluring late summer in high northern latitudes while 
it was here founel eluring late winter. This suggests that the hydroiel libe-
rates the medusae only under elefinite temperature anel perhaps salinity con-
elitions. Almost all specimens were taJ(en in the lagoon region of Cana-
néia. It was found associated to Clytia, Obelia spp, and liJetoplettra 
dtlmortieri. 
8 - Cytaeis tetrastyla (Figs. 14, 15) was found here exclusively in 
coastal and shelf waters in the neritic province but is r ecorded in the li-
terature also from oceanic waters of high temperature anel salinity. Over 
95% of the specimens were taJ(en in shelf waters with tempeeature be-
tween 20.5 to 21" C. Probably stenothermic and to certain degree eury-
haline prefering high salinity. It was here constantly found in waters 
in 'which Liriope predominated over Aglaura. 
9 - Bougainvillia frondosa a neritic species probably stenothermic 
and euryhaline very rare in plankton hauls; founel in shelf waters. Taken 
in winter in samples in which Aglaura anel Lirio1Je were about equally 
abundant. 
10 - BoungainvilUa ramos a was taken in shelf and coas tal waters 
eluring winter. A widely distributeel species lis teel as southern boreal by 
Russell. Found in waters in which Liriope strongly predominated over 
Aglaura or where the latter was absent. Associateel to large numbers 
of coastal species such as Fritillaria ha'1Jlostoma. 
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11 - Sto11wtoca dine1na listed by Russel as a southern species. Rare, 
widely distributed, found in coastal waters. Euryhaline, probably ther-
mophile. It was found associated to coastal species such as Obelia spp., 
Clytia cylindrica, Eucheilota ventricularis, Fritillaria haplostoma and in 
waters in which either Aglaura was absent Ol" Liriope gl"eatly predominated. 
It was only taken in June and July. 
12 - Laodicea minuscula found up to now only in inshore waters of 
Ilha Grande Bay and in the lagoDn region of Cananéia, associated to 
large numbers of Ectopleura dumortieri, Olytia cylindrica and LiriolJe. 
13 - Laodicea undulata is listed by Russell as a southern boreal 
species. Specimens tentatively reported to this species \Vere here found asso-
ciated to coastal species. 
14 - Obelia spp. are eurythermic and euryhaline coastal species 
usually found in inshore waters where they are most abundant. They 
may be found in oceanic waters of high salinity (Ma) when sampled over 
Cytaeis tetrastyla 
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Fig. 14 - Cytaeis tet1'astyla 
Same as Fig. 8. 
ó - Most abundant sample, with 121 
specimens. 
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Fig. 15 - Cytaeis tetrastyla -
Diagram of frequency plotted against 
t emperature and salinity. 
insular shelfs on which the hydroids find suitable living conditions. The 
medusae are short lived and usually absent in planJ,ton samples taken 
far offshore. It was found to be most abundant at Ilha Grande Bay, 
July 13, 1955, where it was present in the ",hole water column, being some-
what more abundant in the lower layers. It was found associated to 
such coas tal species as FritilZaria haplostoma, Sarsia eximia and Eucheilota 
ventricularis and always in hauls in which either Aglaura hemistoJJw was 
absent 01' greatly outnumbered by Liriope. 
15 - C~ytia cylindrica is apparently restricted to inshore and coas tal 
waters. Eurythermic prefering warm waters and euryhaline. It is fre-
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quently found assoclated to Podocoryne 'lJ1'/'lUl1W. In sample M70 these 
were the only two species present and sampIe 1\172 was the richest sample of 
the two. It was constantly taJ,en in waters in which LiriOlJe was greatly 
preelominant over Aglaura. 
16 - Lovenella ci1"rata is a n euryhaline species confined to warm 
coastal waters. It was usually found in waters with a great percentage 
of Fritillaria halJlostoma anel in which Liriope outnumbered Aglaura. 
17 - Eucheilota ventrictaaris was here always found in inshore wa-
ters of low and variabIe salinity anel high temperature, associateel to 
Clytia cylindrica anel Obelia bicuspidata which are among the commonest 
leptomedusan species in the Iagoon region of Cananéia. 
18 - Eutilna mira was found only in the very warm and highly saline 
waters of Fernando de Noronha area. Surface waters of 28° C anel over 
36%0 salinity. Rare and fragUe. 
Fig. 16 P1'obo8cidactyla omata 
Same as Fig. 8, 
ó - Most abundant samples, with 61, 
64, 75 and 127 specimens. 
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Fig. 17 - P1'obo8cidactyla orna ta -
Diagram of frequency plotted against 
temperature aud salinity. 
19 - P1"Oboscidactyla ornata (E'igs. 16, 17) is a species of high salinity 
founel m'er the shelf 01', more rareIy, oyer the slope (M,oo) anel in coastaI 
waters (M.s. co ), eurythermic. The specimens taJ,en at st. 82 (MiCO ) were 
associateel to Corymorpha gracilis also a shelf water species. At this 
station a shallow layer of shelf water overlies the higher salinity anel 
higher temperature mass of northern waters. I believe we may safeIy 
presume that both species of meelusae were taken in the upper layer of 
35.4%0 salinity anel 20.6-20.9° C temperature. At station 72 (l\'f"8) the 
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inverse relation was found since the high salinity northen waters were 
underlayed by shelf waters of 35.87%0 salinity and 21" C tenlperature. AIso 
in this case we may presume the medusae carne from the shelf water layer. 
This species was found in a narrow salinity range, varying between 
35.2 to 36%0 salinity; 98.1% of the specimens were taken between 
35.4-36%0 salinity. This is a warm water speci'es but tolerates lower 
temperatures since 28.5% of the specimens were taken in tempera-
tures below 20" C and perhaps as low as 17-18" C. The optimum Iles 
between 20-2t" C, with 48,4% of the total number; 24% of the 
specimens were taken in water temperatllre fram 21" C to 22" C and 28.5% 
fram temperature below 20· C. All hauls were surface hallls, and 
80.2% of the specimens were taken at night hauls, which sllggests 
a nightly vertical migration. '1'his is not a common species but when-
ever present it tends to form large patches. It was found as-
sociated to Coryrnorpha gracilis, Solmaris sp. and Eucodoniunt brmoene'i. 
Both Cory11'wrpha and Probosciclactyla were taken at st. 82 (M159 ) and 
it is here assuD;led that both were taJ~en in the tongue of shelf water found 
at this station in surface layers. This is further suggested by the fact 
that the proportion of the two species taJ,en at th1s statiol1 as compared 
with the total number of each, is about the same. 
For the distribution of this species see also what is said above for 
Coryrnorpha. It is a stenohaline species fOllnd between 35-36%0 salinity 
and probably warm water eurythermic tolerating to certain degree of 
lowering in temperature. The optimum appears to be between 21-229 C. 
As well as Corynwrpha gracilis it probably is a good indicator of shelf 
waters. The distriblltion of the two species is the same. 
Fig. 18 - Liriope tetraphylla 
Same as in Fig. 8. 
ó - Most abundant samples with res-
pectively 997, 1200, 1501 and 2439 
specimens. 
Liriope tetraphylla 
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Fig. 19 - Liriope tetraphylla -
Diagram of frequency plotted against 
temperature and salinity. 
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20 - Liriope tetralJhylla (Figs. 18, 19) a bo1op1anktonic warm water 
species to be found in waters between 20° C and 25° C but wbicb may 
survive in 10wer temperatures. It is eurybaline and extensive sboa1s may 
be found botb in oceanic surface waters of bigh salinity and in estuarine 
and 1agoon region waters. It was founcl tbe year ronnd altbough it was 
mucb more abundant during summer. 
It is bere recorded as tbe most ubiquitous and abundant species of 
tbe present collection. (See Aglaura hemistoma) . 
21 - Gcryonia proboscidalis a very rare species in tbe Atlantic, 
eurytbermic prefering bigb tempera ture and stenohaline of bigb salinity. 
A nortbern water species. 
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Fig. 22 - Rhopalonema velatmn -
Distl'ibution, simbols as iu Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 23 - Rhopalonenta velatum -
Diagram of frequency plotted agains t 
tempcl'ature and salinity. 
22. - Rhopalonema 'Velatum (Figs. 22, 23) a bo1oplanktonic oceanic 
species most abundant in northem waters of salinity above 36%0 and 
temperature above 25° C. It was found as fal' soutb as 33°12' Iat. S in 
nortbern waters (MIO', salinity ovel' 36%0> temperature between 19-20" C, 
witb 50 m.w. out). A large number of specimens was found in sbelf wa-
ters and few very small ones (M66- 60 ) doubtfuHy referred to tbis species 
were found in coas tal waters. A stenobaline species enduring a certain 
degree of variation and eurybaline prefering bigh temperatures. 
23 - Aglaura hC1nistoma (Figs. 20, 21) a n oceanic eurytbermic warm 
water species found in water's with temperature bigher than 18° C and 
most probably stenobaline living in waters above 34%0 salinity but SUI'-
viving in greater dilutions in mixed waters. It was taken in nortbern 
and shelf waters, rare~y in coastaI waters. The distribution curves of 
Aglatlra and Liriope in relation to temperature and salinity are compa-
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rable. The latter tolerates and is more abundant in lower salinities and 
for this reason Liriope is frequently found in large patches in coastal 
and lagoon water regions where Aglaura never penetrates. Although 
the curves of the two speeies are similar, they are rarely present in about 
equal percentual abundanee, their frequeney being usually inversally propor-
tional. Having drawn the graphs of the oeeurrenee of the two speeies, no de-
finite relation could be found between their distribution and the water mas-
ses except for the greater euryhalinity of Liriope. A probable explanation 
of the mutual relations of the two speeies appears to lie in the patehiness 
~ ! jjalaura hemistoma c 
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Fig. 20 - Âgla1tm hemistoma 
Same as Fig. 8. 
ó - Sample with more than 100 spe-
cimens. 
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Fig. 21 - Âglam'a hemistoma -
Diagram of frequ ency plotted against 
temperature and salinity. 
of distribution of both of them so that when one is sampled the other is 
not. 
Kramp (1953) found in the Great Barrier Reef material a similar 
relationship between the two species (l.e., p. 316, figo 9). A glaura was 
most abundant species, it predominated in August, October, November, 
April through June. Liriope was found to be more abundant January 
through March. The data from table 18 (l.e., p. 321) show that the two 
are inversely abundant in the samples and seldom oecur in about equal 
numbers at the same station. 
Kramp (1953, p. 302) eonsiders "the short and very distinet period 
of maximal oceurrenee . .. of Liriope ... remarkable eonsidering the truly 
oeeanie habitat of this medusa". This remar1\: agrees with the present 
findings which show that Liriope is not as oeeanie a speeies as was pre-
sumed. As well as for the present eolleetion, Kramp (l.e.) found that 
"young and middle sized speeimens were found at any time adult speei-
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mens were altogether rare and were taJ~en only occasionally and at irre-
gular intervals". The same was found to be true here for both liiriope 
and Aglaum. The same author (l.c., p. 316, text-fig. 9) found that Liriope, 
Aglaura and Cunina behave rather differently and his cliagram sho\Vs 
clear~y the relative abundance of Aglaura anel Liriope to be inversely 
proportional. 'rhe diagram obtained here is not as clear. 
The data from the Plankton Expedition show Liriope tetmphylla to 
penetrate much closer inshore at the mouth of the Amazon river than 
Aglaura hemist01na who thus avoiels the strongly c1iluteel surface walers, 
confirming the general data of the present collection. 
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Fig. 24 Distribution of Solmundella 
bitentaoulata and Aegina oit'rea. 
ó - Samples with lal"gcr amount of 
spccimcns of Sol1nundella 1'espe-
otively 4 and 6. 
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Fig. 25 - Solntundella bitentaoulata 
showing Íl'equcncy plotted against te111-
pcnltllrc and ~alinity. 
24 - Solmwulella bitentaculata (Figs. 24, 25) Acoording to Kramp 
(1953, p. 312) this species as well as Rhopaloncma velatu1n and Aglaura 
henúst01na is a holoplanktonic species lmown to inhablt maiuly the upper 
strata; it was here founel associated to the two species. Eurythemüc and 
probably euryhaline of high salinity. Widely distributed but r a re. 
25 - Aegina citrea (Fig. 24) The two specimens belonging to this 
species 'were taJ~en in the southern part of Brazil current waters where 
the salinity is still higher than 36%0 but the temperature is already mnch 
lower, varying between 19· C and 21" C. It was found associated to 1101'-
thern water species. 
26 - Cunina octonaria (Figs. 26, 27) an euryhaline and eurythermic 
species prefering rather high salinity and temperature. It was here found 
between 33.5%0 and 36.90%0 salinity anel lS· C to 25· C temperatu1'e ove1' 
a wide area. It will probably be founc1 the year round at day and night 
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stations the most abundant being night hauls; 85% of the specimens were 
taken in shelf waters, over a wide area. It was found associated te 
Liriope, Probosciclactyla ornata, Corymorpha gracilis and Eucoclonium 
brownei. 
27 - The species of Soln~aris found were not studied systematically 
with sufficient precision to warrant any detailed study on their distribution. 
Sample lVI122 was taJ,en in a midnight hauI, with 10 m. w. out in coastal 
waters lying over shelf waters. Local depth 63 m. In this sample the 
following species were taJ{en: Liriope (146 specimens), Aglaura (117), 
Tttr1"i topsis (5), Solmunclella (3), Cunina (3), Rhopaloncma (2). For both 
Turritopsis and Solmunclella this is the onIy catch in coastal waters and 
salinity falling off the curve. For both species the minimum salinity 
found elsewhere was 35.5%0' The temperature aIs o is lower than at any 
other station, being 18Q C, while other sucessful hauls were taken at 01' 
1" 
L-
L 
Fig. 26 - Own:ina octonaria - Same 
simbols as in Fig. 8. 
ó - Samples with more than 30 spe-
cimens. 
~ 
120+----
100+----
80+----
1f------+2. 
14 
lO 
Fig. 27 - O!tnina octonada - Diagral 
of frequency plotted against temperatUl 
and salinity. 
over 19Q C for Turritopsis and at 01' over 20· C for So11nunclella. This 
suggests that these high salinity species present in surface layers at mid-
night had migrated upwards from the botton .layer. This is further 
suggested by the large number of Aglaura in relation to Liriope. No 
errar could be detected in the labeling on the sample or other. 
Sample M'50 was taJ,en with 60 m.w. out. At this station the upper 
layer was of shelf waters (35.4%0 salinity - 20Q C temperature), down 
to 15 m depth. Salinity at this depth was found to be 36.4%0 and tempera-
ture 21.P C, indicating these to be northern waters. The net fished 
through both layers and this explains the presence in the same sample of 
Corymorpha and Probosciclactyla coming from the shelf water layer 
and Solmunclella and Aegina from the northernwater layer. Liriope (17 
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specimens) anel Aglaura (19) were found in about equal numbers, in this 
sample. 
Samples Mos and Moo were hauled at the same station, Bay of Ilha 
Grande, at 11 a.m., with an open 50 em diameter zooplankton net, during 
15 minutes. Mos was hauled at a 40 m depth and Moo at 2 m. Comparing 
the two, it may be seen that Podoeoryne lninima (2 specimens), Cuninn 
oetonaria (1), Sarsia ex il11iia (1) and Amphinema dinerlna (1) - numbers 
in bmckets are the numbers of specimens - were found only in the deeper 
layer. AlI the other species were more abundant near the bottom; Liriope 
(260), Aglaurn (7), Solmnris (1), Obelia (40), Clytin (3), Eueheilotn ven-
trimtlnris (4), Proboseiclaetyn (5); - the numhers in brackets inelicate 
how many more specimens were counteel in the eleep layer for each species. 
This clearly shaws a greater condensation of specimens near the bottom. 
'1'he Clarke-Bumpus plankton sampler hauls a nel samples taken with 
the same net hauleel elm'ing the same time inelicate that the maximum 
plankton abunelance was founel in shelf waters anel south of Cabo Frio 
where there may be upwelJing of waters from sub-surface layers. Coastal 
waters at places may be as I"ich in total plankton volume as shelf waters. 
Summing up it seems safe at this stage to consieler the following as 
typical associations of species of the high salinity anel high temperatnre 
northern waters (Brazil current) in elecreasing oreler of abunelance: Aglnu-
ra hemist01na, LiriolJe t etrnphylln anel Rhopalonemn velntum. These are 
present in almost every sampIe and associated to the following species of 
Chaetognatha listeel in elecreasing oreler of frequency: Sngittn serrntoden-
tnta, Pterosagittn draco, S. enflnta, Ií.rohnittn pncifica, S. hexaptern 
(Hosoe 1956). The northern water mass, graeluany cools off as it pro-
ceeds southwards anel therefore the thermophile species graelually elis-
appear. The total volume of plankton in the southern portiol1 of the 
northern water mass is somewhat smaIler than in shelf waters anel smaller 
than the planJdon from the warmer portions of the Bmzil current (sam-
pIes taken with same net hauled eluring the same time). This suggests 
that the surface waters proceeeling southwarels become graeluaUy impo-
verisheel not only in number of species but in total proeluctivity as wel1. 
The typical association of shelf waters with salinity between 35%0 
anel 36%0 is, in decreasing oreler of fr equency: Corymorpha gracilis, Pro-
boscidactyln ornatn, T~trl' itopsis nutriculn. 
Eucod01Ú~t1n broUJnei was here founel only in shelf waters. The total 
volume of plankton was founel to be greater than elsewhere in shelf 
waters. 
Accurate salinity anel temperature elata for many of the samples 
taken in coas tal anel lagoon region waters are BOt available but salinity 
is lower than 35%0 anel often much 10wer. The typical association of such 
coas tal species was founel to be variable in frequency of species anel 
specimens. Most coas tal anel mangrove species appear in the plankton 
in large numbers 01' are totally absent. This may in some cases be ex-
plaineel by the movement of the tides which bring with them swarms of 
species from offshore to the inshore region, as is typically the case with 
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Liriope tetraphylla whose movements may be followed with the unaided 
eye and which comes and goes with the tide inside bays and mangrove 
regions. Most of the species of inshore waters appear in large numbers 
in the plankton at times when they are liberated by the hydroid 01' the 
ova shed and thus become gathered in large patches. The associa-
tion, in decreasing order of frequency is: Podocoryne minirna, Clytia 
cylindrica, Obelia spp. and rarer species such as Lovenella cirrata, Sarsia 
eximia, EctopletUra dumortieri, Eucheilota ventricularEs. 
7 - ZOOGEOGRAPHIC NOTES 
The area covered by this preliminary survey of the hydromedusan 
fauna of Brazilian waters extends from the isle of Fernando de Noronha 
(3· lato S) to about the latitude of Montevideo (35" lato S), in surface layers. 
The different areas however were quite unequally sampled and the ma-
jority of hauls was made in the region between the latitude of Cabo 
Frio (23· S) and that of Florianópolis (27· S). 
The h,ydromedusan fauna here studied is typically a warm wateI' 
fauna as might be expected since most of the samples come from surface 
layers and low latitudes. The samples containing no medusae come either 
from northern waters, from very diluted coastal waters under the in-
fluence of rivers or were inadequately hauled. The poorest waters in 
number of species and specimens are those from the southernmost stations, 
in many no medusae were found at alI. These are either cooled off nor-
thern waters (Brazil current) OI' diluted mixed waters under the influence 
of the Plata RiveI' and the Lagoa dos Patos. Northern waters are poor 
waters both in number of species and of specimens and as this water 
progresses southwards and becomes cooled off and 01' diluted, the fauna 
is increasingly impoverished because the stenothermic and stenohaline 
species gradually desappeaI'. Accordingly, at these stations the only spe-
cies found were a few Aglaura, Liriope, a single Aegina citrea and a doubt-
fuI Rhopalonerna (Samples M160 to M174). The same may be said for samples 
iVI". to M147 from a more northerly area. 
The zoogeographic affinities of this collection of hydromedusae may 
thus be summarized: 
1 species described as new: 
Laodicea mimtscttla (coastal waters of the State of S. Paulo). 
8 species exclusively Atlantic: 
Eucodonium brownei 
Podocoryne minima (? also Japan) 
Laodicea undulata 
Lovenella cirrata 
Oorymo1'pha gmcilis 
Bougainvillia frondosa 
Eutima mi1"a 
Eucheilota ventricttlaris 
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The Iast four mentioned are excIusive of the "Yestern AtIantic. 
2 Atlantic and Pacific species: 
Clytia cylind'l'ica (only western Pacific) 
P -roboscidactyla ornata 
14 circumtropical spccies: 
Bania eximia } 
Ectopleura dttmortiel'Í 
Stomotoca dinema 
Aglam'a hemistoma 
Solmundella bitentaculata 
Aegina cit,'ea 
Ounina octona1'Ía 
Oytaeis tetrastyla 
Zanclea costa ta 
TU'Titopsis nut'I'Ícula 
Bougainvill-ia ,'amosa 
Lú"iope tet,'aphylla 
Rhopalonema velatmn 
Gel'yonia P"Obo8cidalis 
probably 
widely 
distributed 
As is usuaHy the case with pIanktonic animaIs, endemisms are rare 
and the greater percentage of species has a wide distribution. The new 
species described is probabIy restricted to coas tal waters and has a short 
free-living stage. 
Fifteen species are here recorded from coas tal waters, thirteen of 
them belonging to the Antho - and Leptomedusae which are meroplank-
tonic species requiring relatively shallow depths to complete their life 
cycle. Two oceanic holoplanktollic species tolerate diluted coas tal waters, 
one of them, Liriope may be found there in very large numbers. "Yithin 
certain limits, they are probably euryhaline and eurythermic species. 
The followlng were taken in coastal waters: 
E ctoplelp-a dumodiel'i 
PodocOl'yne minima 
Laodicea minuscnla } 
Eucheilota ventrieulal"Ís j-
lda1'Sia eximia 
Clytia eylind-riea 
Obelia spp, 
B olt[Jainv illia ,'amosa 
Lovenella cin-ata 
Stomotoca d-inema } 
only in lagoon l'cgions. 
in lagoon l'egions and coastal watel's. 
coastal watcl's . 
Zanelea costata - known to be a nel'itic species taken over shallow depths. 
Li-riope tetraphylla 
Onnina octo1Lm-ia 
Tm'/'itopsi s nutrieula 
in coas tal, shelf and northern waters. Predo-
minantly in shelf waters. 
a shelf water species penetrating in coastal 
waters. 
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Fig. 28 Santos scction, isohalincs, October 1956. This section shows the three 
diffcrcnt watcr masses : coastaI (Icss than 35%0 salinity) , shelf watcr mass (35 %0 ) 
a nd northern waters (above 36%0). 
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Fig. 30 -- Santos section, isohalines, lVIarch 1956. Same as Fig. 28. 
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Fig. 31 Florianópolis section, isohalincs, J une 1956. 
As may be seen by the sections and isohaline diagrams (Figs. 28, 29, 
30,31) for which I am indebted to I. Emílsson, a deep water mass is in-
terposed between coas tal waters and northern waters. This water mass 
has been called "shelf water" by r. Emílsson and the same name is 
used here. If we compare quantitatively the different samples for what 
concel'l1S the total amount of plankton and take into consideration the 
type of net and duration of haul, it is immediately evident that shelf waters 
yield a much larger amount of plankton than northern waters which 
yielded a very small total volume of plankton. Coastal waters come next 
to shelf waters in total amount of plankton and may at pIaces be equal. 
The following species come from shelf waters: 
P1'oboscidactu1a orna ta 
CO"Yl1!o"pha g"acilis 
B otlgainvillia frondosa 
} found only in shelf waters. 
Eucodonitl1n brownei - clsewhere also coastal. 
TlI"rritopsis nltt" 'icula - doubtfully a lso coastal. 
Cytaeis tet"astyla - rarely also coastal. 
Bougainvillia ,'a1nosa 
'!Laodicea undulata 
Cunina octonaria 
Li'riope tetmllhylla 
1 
1 
Solmundella bitentaculata I 
Aegina cit"ea í 
probably also coas tal. 
shelf water species also found in coastal 
and northcrn watcrs. 
mainly northern waters. 
The off-shore oceanic mass, called northern waters by r. Emílsson 
is, from Cabo Frio southwards, the southernmost branch of the Brazil 
current which reaches the latitude of Montevideo in surface layers. As 
might be expected its fauna is the same as in the Fernando de Noronha 
and Trindade areas, gradually impoverished by the temperature decrease 
and lac1( of interchange with richer water masses. 
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The following species were taken in northern waters: 
Elttima mira 
Geryonia p1'oboscidalis I 
Rhopalone1na velatm1t ) 
Aglall,-a hemisto1na 
Solnwndella bitenta01tlata 
~~egina cit,-ea 
Liriope tetrap hy lla 
Gllnina octonaria 
northern waters 
also in shelf waters (see above) 
All northern water species, with the on~y exception of Etttima mim, 
which was secured on the insular shelf of Fernando de Noronha, are 
holoplanktonic species which do not have a benthonic stage and belong 
to the Trachymedusae and Narcomedusae. 
In spite of the wide geographic gap, the collection of Hydromedusae 
taken by the Great Barrier Reef Expedition and recently studied by 
Kramp (1953) is the more reaclitr compar-able with the present one. 
At the Great Barrier Reef fewer stationswere worked at regular 
intervals during one year, they are placed at lower latitudes (around 
15· S) and the temperature varied bebveen slightly over 20· O and 29·0 the 
salinity between about 33%0 and above 35%0' 
Under these conditions, Kr-amp found 44 different species, a greater 
number than here. This is clue to the greater number of coastal species 
which belong typically to the rich Indo-west Pacific fauna. 
From the Great Barrier Reef Kr-amp (1955, p. 312) lists six circum-
tropical holoplanktonic species which were all recorded also here: Rh. 
velatu1n, A. hemisto11ta. G. lJroboseiclalis, L. tetraphylla, S. bitentaeulata, 
C. oetonaria. It is interesting to notice that all but Cunina belong to 
monotypic genera 01' to genera with only two closely related species. 
Of the meroplanktonic species listed by Kramp foUI' occurring mainly 
in northern seas; two of these were presen t also here: Zanelea eostata, 
Amphinema (Stomotoea) clinema. 
Of the five species recorded as typical of tropical and sub-tropical 
seas, four were also recorded here: C. tetrastyla, P. ornata, Phialueiwn 
earolinae and Aequorea have already been founcl in Brazilian waters 
but are not yet published. 
Ten species are listed by Kramp as typical of the Indo-west Pacific 
region. None of these was recorcled here, but several among them have 
their Atlantic twin species belonging to the same genus. We thus have 
B. fttlva (Indo-west Pacific) with B. earoUnae and B. platygaster (Atlan-
tic). Eutima levuka (Indo-west Pacific) with E. mAra, E. gentiana. Phi-
alueium mbenga (Indo-west Pacific) with Phialueiwn spp. yet undescribed. 
Olinclias singttlaris - Olinclias sambaquiensis. 
Seven species are listed from the Indian Ocean and two from the 
Western Pacific by Kramp (1953). None of them was found here. 
The following 16 species were not taken by the Great Barrier Reef 
Expedition: S. eximia, E. cltt11W1'tieri, C. graeilis, E. brOtvnei, T. nutrieula, 
P. minima, B. fronclosa, B. ramosa, L. minuseula, Obelia S1)1)., L. ttnclulata, 
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C. cylindrica, L. cirrata, E. ventricularis, E. lnira, A. citrea. These sum 
to 63% of the total which is not in common with the fauna from the 
Great Barrier Reef as sampled by the Expedition. 
The greatest affinities of the meroplanktonic species taken in Bra-
zilian waters in undoubtedly with the tropical and sub-tropical \vestern 
Atlantic fauna and in a lesser degree also with the eastern Atlantic fauna. 
It may still be added that other species may be expected to be found 
here in the future. Thus none of the six species, with the only exception 
of Laoclicea 7tncl7tlata, listed by Kramp (1957, p. 124) as neritic species 
taken by the Discovery Expedition and others in the \Vestern Tropical 
Atlantic were found in the present collection. Of the 20 species listed by 
the same author as oceanic species predominantly epipelagic, seven were 
not taken here. None of the oceanic bathypelagic species mentioned by 
Kramp (l.c., p. 126) from the Atlantic warm waters was again recorded 
now. 
8 - RESUMO 
Estuda-se neste trabalho a fauna de hidromedusas das águas brasileiras em sua 
sistemática e distribuição. 
1 - Tôdas as espécies são descritas em detalhe porque a maioria é nova para 
esta parte do Atlântico. De várias dá-se uma sucinta revisão do gênero. 
Uma espécie é descrita como nova: Laodicea rninttscttla. Seus caracteres espe-
cíficos são: tamanho diminuto dos espécimes sexualmente maduros; apenas quatro 
tentáculos bem desenvolvidos, perradiais: qua t ro bulbos interradiais; manubrium 
pequeno; oito córdilos, ocelos ausentes. 
A presença de Eucodonitt'1n brownei consti tue achado zoogeogràfieamente ines-
perado. Bottgainvillia f"ondosa foi reencontrada agora pela primeira vez depois da 
descrição original. Corvrno"pha gracilis é mantida como espécie distinta de Corv-
rnorpha (Steenstntpia) ntttans europea. 
2 - As medusas aqui estudadas pertencem tipicamente a uma fauna de águas 
quentes. Quatorze espécies têm reconhecida ou provável distribuição circuntropical 
ou são vastamente distribuídas. 
Sete são exclusivamente Atlânticas, sendo 3 destas exclusivas do Atlântico oci-
dental. Apenas duas são comuns ao Atlântico e Pacífico. A única espécie nova é 
de águas costeiras. 
3 - Na massa de águas costeiras, cuja salinidade é inferior a 35%., foi en-
contrado o maior número de espécies diferentes. Dez destas são exclusivas de águas 
costeiras. 
4 - As {'guas da plataforma, com salinidade entre 35 e 36%. caracterizam-se 
pela grande quantidade de espécimes, sendo indicadoras . dessa massa de águas: Corv-
l1tO"pha gracilis, P"oboscidactv1a ornata e Ttt,.,.itopsis ntttricula. 
5 - As águas do norte, com salinidade acima de 36%0 caracterizam-se por uma 
associação de espécies holoplanctônicas, sendo indicadora: Gervonia proboscidalis, e 
havendo preponderância de Aglattra hernistorna sôbre Liriope tet1·aphilla. As águas 
do norte tornam-se cada vez mais empobrescidas à medida que progridem para o sul. 
6 - Há indícios seguros de que várias espécies realizam migrações diurnas ver-
ticais, entre outras: P"oboscidactvla orna ta, Ttwritopsis nutricttla, Cttnina octonaria. 
7 - Tôdas as espécies oceânicas são holoplanctônicas, circuntropicais e repre-
sentantes de gêneros monotípicos ou de pouquíssimas espécies. As espécies mero-
planctônicas são costeiras ou de águas da plataforma, com distribuição geográfica mais 
restrita. A abundância relativa de Aglatwa e Liriope parece ser inversamente 
proporcional. 
8 - Faz-se, por fim, uma comparação com os resultados alcançados no estudo 
das medusas coletadas pela Great Barrier Reef Expedition. 
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